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Abstract 

Group IV photonics is an effort to generate viable infrared optoelectronic devices using 

group IV materials.  Si-based optoelectronics have received monumental research since Si is the 

heart of the electronics industry propelling our data driven world.  Silicon however, is an indirect 

material whose optical characteristics are poor compared to other III-IV semiconductors that 

make up the optoelectronics industry.  There have been major efforts to integrate III-V materials 

onto Si substrates.  Great progress on the integration of these III-V materials has occurred but 

incompatibility with CMOS processing has presented great difficulty in this process becoming a 

viable and cost-effective solution.  Germanium has also been studied and shown to produce 

direct bandgaps through tensile strain but have limited wavelength coverage.  Research into 

group IV photonics has produced Sn-based materials which have shown promise in achieving 

efficient infrared optoelectronic devices on Si substrates.  The GeSn material has already shown 

to be direct bandgap with a number of optically active devices already demonstrated. 

The work presented in this dissertation was focused on the development of ultra-high 

vacuum chemical vapor deposition of epitaxially grown high optical quality GeSn material.  Low 

temperature Ge and dilute GeSn films were grown directly on Si.  Development of Ge buffers on 

Si for high optical quality GeSn was also accomplished.  Growth of GeSn on Ge buffers started 

under a Sn over-pressure condition.  Reduction of the SnCl4 molar flow fraction led to high 

quality optical material.   Material and optical characterization were carried out using x-ray 

diffraction, transmission electron microscopy, photoluminescence and other methods to 

determine the Sn composition and optical and material qualites.   

Additionally, GeSn and SiGeSn barriered GeSn quantum wells grown using a 

commercial reduced pressure chemical vapor deposition chamber were characterized.  The 



 

 

 

structures were grown on Ge and GeSn buffered Si with up to 9.5% Sn in the buffer.  The 

bandstructure was simulated and compared against optical characterization to verify the 

simulation results and estimate the carrier confinement in the structures.  Increasing the Sn in the 

GeSn buffer puts more Sn in the well, and wide wells provide enhanced confinement, suggesting 

a route toward efficient mid-infrared emitters. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction/Background 

The world around us has been transformed by Si electronics.  Devices made from this 

material penetrate every aspect of our modern daily lives. The revolution that Si devices began 

continues to this day as more and more electronic devices invade our personal lives, from 

autonomous vehicles, personal electronic devices, and home integration.    

1.1 Motivation 

The remarkable success of Si as an electronic material has been lessened by the fact that 

Si displays poor optical qualities.  While there are many Si-based photonic devices, detectors, 

solar cells, etc., these devices have very poor performance with a modern Si solar cell being only 

25% efficient [1].  With these levels of efficiency, the chance of achieving efficient, pure Si-

based emitters is extremely small.  Therefore, optical systems have made use of III-V 

semiconductors which emit light very efficiently, such as GaAs, InGaAs, InSb, and other like 

materials.  The reason for efficient light emission is that they are direct band gap materials, 

meaning the lowest valley of the conduction band lines up with the peak of the valence band in 

momentum space.  Si is an indirect material, in that the lowest valley of the conduction band is 

not in alignment with the highest peak on the valence band.  This means that for an emission to 

occur, phonon interaction is required.  This requirement reduces the efficiency of the radiative 

process for indirect materials.  

The issue with III-V materials is that they are traditionally expensive, require special 

fabrication techniques, and are fragile.  This makes them impractical to push electronics farther 

as Si is cheap, robust, and has highly refined processing methods.  This disparity has pushed 

researchers to look for other avenues to base photonic devices on using Si.  This has included III 

V devices grown on Si [2].  However, it is considered that monolithic integration of Group IV  
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devices can be more reliable and less costly than the III-V hybrid method [3].   

1.1.1 Group IV Epitaxy 

Group IV materials began the electronic revolution with Si and Ge being initially used for 

devices.  The use of these materials and production methods have matured over the decades 

resulting in large companies who innovate advanced designs and fabrication technologies, e.g., 

Intel or Texas Instruments.  Increased interest in Group IV epitaxy helped develop the SiC 

material, which has become an important material for state of the art high temperature 

electronics.  Figure 1-1 shows the region of interest of this research on the periodic table.  
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Figure 1-1:  Periodic table representation of Groups III thru V.  Colored regions show the region 

of interest. 

 While high temperature electronics have looked up in the periodic table (C), photonics 

researchers have turned their attention downward on the periodic table to look at Ge and Sn and 

the alloys that can be produced.  

1.1.2 SiGeSn for Infrared Optoelectronics 

Monolithic integration of Group IV direct bandgap devices on Si substrates are highly 
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desirable.  This opens the possibility for increased computing speed with less heat generation, 

size reduction of systems, and improved energy conversion.  In III-V materials, the decoupling 

of lattice constant and bandgap energy to tailor the device to specific applications usually 

requires quaternary materials.  However, utilizing only Group IV allows this to be done with 

ternary materials, suggesting an easier route for tailored semiconductors.  The SiGeSn material 

system has been suggested as a potential candidate to be integrated into multi-junction solar cells 

as a 1.0 eV material lattice matched to Ge.  To illustrate the possibility, the bandgap vs lattice 

constant is shown in Figure 1-2.  

 
Figure 1-2:  Diagram of semiconductors and alloys plotting the bandgap energy vs the lattice 

constant [4]. 

The SiGeSn material system can cover infrared wavelengths from 1.6 µm to 12 µm. 

Active devices in this range can make use of near-infrared (NIR) and mid-infrared (MIR) 
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atmospheric transmission windows from 1.6 µm to 2.5µm and 3 µm to 5µm, respectively.  The 

material has the potential to achieve direct bandgap and a type-I band alignment for quantum 

well (QW) structures.  The SiGeSn material system has potential in many areas such as night 

vision cameras, free-space communication, and even laser eye surgery.  These possibilities, for 

low cost commercial, military, and civilian devices demand the material system be thoroughly 

explored to determine if commercialization is possible.  

1.1.3 Bandgap Engineering 

Engineering the bandgap of semiconductors is essential to expanding the application of 

photonic devices.  Gas detection is a prime example as individual gases have unique spectral 

absorption lines, tailoring a semiconductor to specific ranges allows for one material to cover a 

broad range of applications.  In Figure 1-2, the SiGeSn material system can be used at the 0.565 

nm lattice constant for lattice matched solar cell layers and can also be used for solar cells along 

the 0.610 nm lattice constant for direct bandgap materials for the majority of absorbing layers.  

Bandgap engineering historically regulated to III-V and II-VI materials now has a counterpart in 

the Group IV materials.   

1.1.4 Commercial Integration 

One major drawback of III-V and II-VI materials are that they require special fabrication 

processes that are not compatible with that of standard Si fabrication, known as Complementary 

Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) processing.  Fabrication of III-IV materials usually 

requires a high temperature step that damages CMOS circuits.  Therefore, a CMOS compatible 

material is required for commercial integration.  The SiGeSn material system requires growth 

temperatures below 400 °C making the material system fully compatible with CMOS processing.  

The diamond crystalline structure of SiGeSn matches that of Si, thus reducing the need for 
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special wafers to battle anti-phase domains.  The fact that SiGeSn has been grown in an 

industrial reduced pressure chemical vapor deposition (RP-CVD) shows its ability to transition 

from the research to industrial scale [5].     

1.2 Scope of Dissertation 

This dissertation is divided into two parts with in-house ultra-high vacuum chemical 

vapor deposition (UHV-CVD) of GeSn comprising the first part and characterization of RPCVD 

grown QWs provided through a collaborator being the basis for the second part.      

1.2.1 Ultra-High Vacuum Chemical Vapor Deposition Growth 

The achievement of SiGeSn growth has two pathways: i) start from GeSn and add Si and 

ii) start from SiGe and add Sn.  Regardless of pathway chosen to obtain SiGeSn, the growth of 

Ge is the initial starting point.  This dissertation will start with the introduction to the unique 

UHV-CVD growth chamber located at the University of Arkansas along with the measurement 

techniques used to complete this work in Chapter 2.  The GeSn pathway has generated 

tremendous interest over the last 10 years as it holds more promise for efficient emitters than the 

SiGe path.  Therefore, this work follows the GeSn path toward SiGeSn.  Chapter 3 describes: i) 

the 1st generation of GeSn growth occurring directly on Si; ii) plasma enhanced GeSn on Si; and 

iii) development of Ge buffers for further development of GeSn material growth.  Chapter 4 

details the specific growth of GeSn on the developed Ge buffers. 

1.2.2 Quantum Well Characterization 

Corroboration with other facilities improves research in the field as in-house material 

development isn’t a limiting factor of progress.  Chapter 5 documents type-I direct bandgap QWs 

using a GeSn/GeSn structure.  The QWs were divided into separate generations of samples with 
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Chapter 5 reporting generations 1 and 2.  Chapter 6 focuses on the third generation of QWs that 

utilize the SiGeSn/GeSn structure.  All QW structures studied were grown on relaxed GeSn 

buffers.  Chapter 7 summarizes this work with future research plans to continue improving the 

in-house material development as well as the continued development of GeSn QWs. 

1.3 Semiconducting Sn and GeSn alloys 

1.3.1 Semiconducting Alpha-Sn  

Elemental Sn undergoes a transformation that, while documented since ancient times (tin 

pest), was only scientifically studied in the last 160 years.  The transformation of white Sn to 

gray Sn was well known and described in scientific literature prior to 1900 [6].  In Reference 6, 

the transition from metallic, white or β-Sn, to semiconducting, gray or α-Sn occurred at 20 °C 

which suggested that all the tin in the world, unless it was in an extreme environment, was likely 

in a metastable state.  In the following 20 years, the volume expansion of the transition was 

measured [7] and in 1919, α-Sn was studied using x-rays and proved the change in the crystal 

structure [8–10].  The magnetic properties of the Sn phases were studied during the 1910s-1930s 

[11–13] with results showing the magnetic properties of Sn are not atomic properties but instead 

depend on the crystal structure.  By 1950, the lattice constant of α-Sn had been determined [14] 

as well as its semiconducting nature [15].  Research into α-Sn hit a boom in the 1950s with 

researchers looking at factors that affected the transformation of α-Sn including the inclusion of 

Ge into the α-Sn crystal lattice increasing the transformation temperature [15–21].  Reference 21 

showed a transformation of 13.2 °C.  The electronic carrier mobilities and specific heat were 

measured [22–25] with Ewald giving an effective mass and 0 K bandgap energy of 0.68m and 

0.094 eV, respectively [25].  Also demonstrated in this decade was that pure α-Sn is n-type 

material [26].  Alloying with α-Sn also became prevalent in the 1950s with several studies on 
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HgSn material or Hg with an α-Sn based alloy [26–28] with Reference 28, specifically 

mentioning the GeSn alloy.  The first non-amalgam growth was accomplished in 1958 using 

evaporation, with α-Sn only occurring at low growth temperatures and β-Sn occurring at 

increased temperatures [30].  Along with more experimental study on the formation and 

properties of α-Sn [30–36], the rise of calculations and modeling of the band structure began in 

the 1960s [37–43].  Antimony doping of α-Sn also began during this time with non-parabolic 

conduction band and spin splitting being observed [44–46].  Continued calculations and 

modeling of material properties, such as bandstructure, quantum effect, electron distribution, and 

lattice dynamics [47, 48, 49–60] followed in the 1970s and early 1980s.   

A large step was made in 1981 with the first molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) growth of α-

Sn at 25 °C using InSb and CdTe substrates [62].  These growths showed the stabilization 

temperature was raised to 70 °C.  The growth of α-Sn thin films showed a bandgap behavior 

based on thickness [62, 63].  Further increase in the α-Sn stabilization was shown by alloying 

with Si, with only 0.75% Si resulting in a transition temperature of 90 °C [65].  It was shown at 

the same time that by increasing the amount of Ge in the alpha-Sn lattice, the transition 

temperature could be increased [66].  The growth of α-Sn allowed for improved modeling of the 

band structure [66–74] as models could be compared to experimental data.  The late 1980s 

produced many growth results including: layer-by-layer growth mode, film thicknesses up to 70 

nm, high quality films, and superlattices [75–80].  Growth was performed on different substrates 

such as InSb, CdTe, Ge, and Si, with varying crystal orientations [76, 77, 81–85].  Growth of 

superlattices reported the possible out-diffusion of the InSb or CdTe substrate/buffer into the 

film [81, 82, 86] which was common for InSb/CdTe structures.  However, other experimental 

results [87, 88] suggested that α-Sn prevented the out-diffusion.  During the 1990s, efforts were 
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put into superlattices [89–94], interfaces [95–97], and surfaces [98–101].   

The story of α-Sn continues but, for this work, the 100 years of research surveyed 

provided several key contributions to group IV photonics: i) α-Sn is semiconducting and cubic in 

crystal structure, ii) α-Sn is suggested to have a bandgap energy of 0 eV or slightly negative, iii) 

Ge alloying increased the stability temperature, and iv) α-Sn is stable on both Ge and Si surfaces.  

Most work for α-Sn was geared to long wavelength detectors, however, improvements in growth 

during the 1980s paved a new path for researchers.    

1.3.2 GeSn Alloy: The Potential Realized 

Early studies on α-Sn showed that Ge strongly affected the transformation of α-Sn and 

raised the transition temperature.  However, the solid solubility of Ge into Sn and vice versa is 

quite poor at <1%, thus, only low compositional alloys could be produced.  The successful 

demonstration of α-Sn growth using MBE in 1981, opened the doors to exceeding the solubility 

limits of alloying with Sn.  The GeSn material system was first predicted to have a direct 

bandgap by Goodman et al., in 1982 [103].  Sputtering of single crystal GeSn alloy was first 

accomplished in 1987 [104] and followed up with amorphous GeSn in 1988 [104, 105].  It was 

reported in Reference 105, the change in bandgap energy with Sn incorporation was -12 meV/% 

Sn.   

The first MBE growth of GeSn occurred in 1989 [107].  From that point on, the GeSn 

material system garnered increasing interest with groups producing GeSn along with their α-Sn 

research [107–110].  GeSn direct bandgap heterostructures on Si substrates were proposed by 

Soref and Friedman in 1993 [112].  Research on growth of GeSn using MBE continued 

throughout the rest of the 1990s while searching for improved growth conditions [112–115].  A 

breakthrough was made in 2001 with the introduction of a gaseous Sn-based precursor (Ph)SnD3 
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for CVD growth [117].   

A group at Arizona State University (ASU) was a pioneer in this growth technique of 

GeSn by developing the (Ph)SnD3 precursor [117, 118] and deuterium-stabilized stannane, SnD4 

[119–123].  Simulations during this time suggested phase separation was suppressed through 

biaxial strain [125] and a direct bandgap crossover composition of 9% Sn [126].  Throughout the 

rest of the 2000s, nanowires and quantum dots were grown [126–132], Sn-enhanced epitaxy was 

accomplished [133, 134], and interface studies [135, 136] were done.  This time frame also saw 

the use of GeSn as a buffer for tensile straining of Ge [137, 138].  The CVD group at ASU 

continued throughout the 2000s by researching growth using higher order Si-hydride and Si-Ge 

hybrid precursors [139, 140], produced a compliant layer [141–143], and the first generation of 

GeSn optoelectronic devices processed under CMOS compatible conditions [144, 145].   

These first devices demonstrated in 2008 were the first realization of the true potential of 

the GeSn material system.  It may have been the demonstration of these devices that spurred 

increased interest in the GeSn material system as a viable infrared semiconductor material 

system.  The last decade has seen an uptick in the amount of research toward the (Si)GeSn 

material system.  The growth of GeSn alloys continued into the 2010s [146–148] with results 

suggesting reduced carrier concentration of GeSn alloys [150] as well as shifting absorption and 

PL with increasing Sn incorporation [151, 152].   It was also suggested that deviation in the 

bandgap bowing from Vegard’s law was 2.9 for low composition GeSn alloys [153].  The group 

at ASU demonstrated the only CVD growth technique using the SnD4 precursor, however, this 

changed in 2011 with the addition of SnCl4 to the viable Sn precursors available for CVD growth 

[154].  The thermal stability of GeSn alloys was also investigated with it being suggested that the 

alloy was stable up to 500 °C even for high Sn compositions [154–156].  It was also suggested 
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that the expansion of the lattice constant also deviated from Vegard’s law with a bowing 

parameter of -0.066 Å [158].   

The year 2011 saw the first demonstration of the GeSn pMOSFET [159] as well as GeSn 

p-i-n photodiodes [159, 160].  Growth of GeSn alloy during this time was primarily 

accomplished using the Ge2H6 (digermane) precursor [161, 162], while the group from ASU 

developed higher order hydrides for growth [164].  However, higher order hydrides are 

expensive and thus not very applicable to make the material truly commercial.  More devices 

were demonstrated in 2012 including the high mobility pMOSFET [165], the first demonstration 

of a nMOSFET [166], and the first p-channel Tunneling Field Effect Transistor  [167].  A GeSn 

p-i-n photodiode was also demonstrated with 4% Sn incorporation [168].   

The year 2013 saw another increase in the amount of published information on the 

(Si)GeSn material system.  One point of contention with the GeSn material system is the amount 

at which the bandgap changes with respect to Vegard’s law.  There have been several studies 

examining the bandgap bowing with results showing bowing factors from 2.9 to 1.35 [152, 168–

170].  It has been suggested that the bowing parameter may be Sn composition dependent.  It has 

been reported that a temperature dependence was also observed with the bandgap bowing 

parameter [171].  The GeSn material was shown to have optical emission properties of direct 

bandgap material by Ghetmiri et al. [172].  This critical confirmation of the direct bandgap 

nature demonstrated the material potential of GeSn to bridge the gap between Si electronics and 

optoelectronics dominated by III-V materials.  However, this required 10% Sn incorporation into 

the Ge lattice.  To increase the directness of the bandgap, several groups grew GeSn with 

compositions over 10% [4, 172, 173].  Currently the world record Sn incorporation by CVD 

growth method was recently demonstrated by Dou et al. at 22% Sn [175].  The demonstrated 
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direct bandgap and method to increase the material composition in a commercial reactor 

illustrates the GeSn material compatibility to Si-based electronics.  Increased control and growth 

improvements have paved the way to efficient optical devices including lasers [175–177].  Si 

based systems now have a compatible direct bandgap material clearing a pathway for low cost 

infrared emitters.  

1.4 GeSn Quantum Wells 

Proving that GeSn material could work as an efficient emitter only increased the interest 

in producing more advanced structures for more efficient devices.  A couple of device designs 

for GeSn QW lasers were produced in 2010 [178–180].  QWs are generally acknowledged to 

produce more efficient devices and, therefore, the SiGeSn material system needs to be fully 

explored.  To maintain all group IV structures a few QW barrier candidates arise: i) Ge, ii) GeSn, 

and iii) SiGeSn.  Heterostructures and devices based on the Ge/GeSn/Ge structure have been 

demonstrated [181–188].  This research suggested that the strain induced in the QW would 

prohibit the transition to direct bandgap material in the well.  It was suggested that the 

Ge/GeSn/Ge heterostructure could produce a direct bandgap QW with type one band alignment 

to the barriers by using a relaxed GeSn buffer [190].  However, these structures had a narrow 

range to exist and SiGeSn material was suggested as a better barrier layer.  The studies on the 

GeSn/GeSn/GeSn and SiGeSn/GeSn/SiGeSn structures are more limited [190, 191].  The S.-Q. 

Yu research group has demonstrated GeSn QW structures using both the GeSn and SiGeSn 

barriers [192–194].  The GeSn/GeSn/GeSn structure was plagued by a Ge interlayer due to the 

strain effect in the QW depleting the Sn from the interlayer, while the SiGeSn/GeSn/SiGeSn 

structures remained indirect.  Type-I band alignment has been shown for many QW structures, 

however, direct bandgap QW structures, have still been elusive.  
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1.5 Summary 

Chapter 1 contains the introduction and scope of the dissertation as well a look at the 

research that laid the foundation for this work.  The (Si)GeSn material system makes an ideal 

candidate system to monolithically integrate infrared optoelectronics onto Si.  The material 

system should be an easier route than using traditional III-V materials for integration.  The 

decoupling of the bandgap and lattice constant can be accomplished using a ternary material 

instead of the quaternary materials needed for III-V infrared materials.  The cubic lattice 

structure of the (Si)GeSn material system allows for an easier path towards growth on Si as high-

quality films can be grown on true Si (001) substrates using standard commercial processes.  

Experimentally shown direct bandgap GeSn and theoretical direct bandgap SiGeSn materials 

pave the way for the next generation of Si-based emitters. 
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Chapter 2 UHV-PE-CVD System and Thin Film Characterization 

2.1 Vacuum System 

UHV-CVD growth is accomplished using a custom, in-house constructed vacuum system 

shown in Figure 2-1.  The system consists of two identical but separate vacuum chambers 

connected using a central gate valve. One vacuum chamber serves as the entry-exit chamber for 

the system.  This chamber is pumped using an Edwards (Burgess Hill, UK 

www.edwardsvacuum.com) turbo vacuum pump and Edwards XDS-10 scroll type mechanical 

pump and achieves base pressures of ~10-8 torr.  This chamber also contains a wafer fork and 

transfer arm for transferring wafers to and from the process chamber.  The process (growth) 

chamber is pumped using an Edwards STP-451C corrosive resistant turbo pump and Edwards 

QDP-40 corrosive resistant mechanical pump.  The process chamber is also pumped using a 

Marathon (San Leandro, CA www.marathonproducts.com) CP-8 cryopump enabling base 

pressures as low as 10-10 torr.  Chamber pressure is measured using a cold cathode gauge (CCG) 

with an isolating valve to ensure the gauge is not damaged during growth.  Sample heating is 

carried out on a UHV Design (East Sussex, UK www.uhvdesign.com) Epi-Center In-Line 

deposition stage allowing for growth temperatures up to 1000 °C.  Gas flows are controlled using 

mass flow controllers (MFCs) with flow rates below 100 sccm.  The gases mix in a manifold 

before being injected into the chamber through a single port. Growth pressure is measured by a 

MKS Baratron® (Andover, MA www.mksinst.com) capacitance manometer.  The growth 

pressure is regulated using a throttle valve connected to a MKS pressure controller.  Process gas 

after deposition is pumped to a Gas Reactor Column (GRC) that transforms the volatile process 

gas to inert salts using high temperatures with the remaining inert gas exhausted to atmosphere.   

Process gases are stored at a gas farm in individual cabinets that are continuously 
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exhausted to atmosphere.  Each cabinet contains a gas manifold with bottle gauges to monitor 

bottle pressure.  Each gas line also contains an emergency shutoff valve as close to the bottle 

valve as possible.  The exhaust for the gas farm has Honeywell Midas® (Lincolnshire, IL 

www.honeywellanalytics.com) gas detectors (sniffers) installed to sense for leaks in the gas 

farm.  Gas is delivered into the lab using single piece gas lines from the gas farm to the growth 

chamber gas manifold inside the lab.  This gas manifold is also exhausted to the outside with 

sniffers installed in the exhaust line.  The sniffers are connected electrically to a local alarm and 

building master alarm.  The local alarm has been wired to activate the emergency shutoff valves 

in the event of a gas leak as well as power sirens and lights in the local area.  The building master 

alarm is also triggered which evacuates the entire building. 

 

2.2 Unique System Capabilities 

The UHV-CVD system constructed at the University of Arkansas has some unique 

capabilities.  These capabilities were implemented to study multiple pathways of possible growth 

Figure 2-1:  Schematic diagram of UHV-CVD system used in this research. 
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enhancement of GeSn materials.  As well as growth enhancements, a method to provide 

increased gas control has also been implemented.   

2.2.1 Plasma Enhancement 

Radio frequency (RF) plasma enhancement was built into the chamber with its initial 

construction.  The deposition stage has a built-in plasma circuit separate from the heating circuit 

used during growth.  The plasma is generated using a Seren (Vineland, NJ www.serenips.com) 

RF power source coupled with an automatic network matching controller.  The plasma system 

was completed with the addition of a lower plasma electrode that can be raised for growth and 

lowered for transferring the sample in and out of the process chamber.   The plasma generation 

increases the amount of available energy for precursor decomposition beyond standard thermal 

deposition.  This increase in energy would enhance the breakdown of the GeH4 into radicals 

needed for deposition.  A RF grid is installed between the upper plasma electrode and the 

substrate heater to act as a shield from electromagnetic interference during growth.   

2.2.2 Hotwire Enhancement 

The hotwire enhancement for the UHV-CVD system uses a tungsten filament as a 

heating element.  A direct electrical current is passed down the filament and, like an 

incandescent light bulb, the filament releases heat and light.  The heat generated by the filament 

is large enough to break down H2 into atomic hydrogen and thus useful for enhancing the 

decomposition of GeH4 into radicals needed for low temperature growth of GeSn.   

2.2.3 Gas Mixing and Delivery 

Epitaxial CVD growth of GeSn films require strict gas flow control of the Sn precursor.  

The UHV-CVD system has been adapted to use either SnCl4 or SnD4 (deuterium stabilized Sn-
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hydride) as the Sn precursor.  This research was accomplished using SnCl4 due to its low cost 

and molecular stability.  SnCl4 vapor was directly injected using a 5 sccm MFC.  The vapor 

pressure of SnCl4 at room temperature is 18 torr which is high enough to operate the MFC.  

However, it was found that even at the lowest set point (<1% of maximum flow) the MFC 

delivered too much SnCl4 to the system resulting in Sn segregation on the wafer surface and poor 

material quality.  This led to various methods for reducing the SnCl4 fraction during growth 

including gas dilution, increasing GeH4 decomposition, and design of a gas mixing and delivery 

system for precision gas mixture control.   

The gas mixing system utilized a 10” vacuum nipple as a gas bottle.  The bottom of the 

nipple was capped with a 10” to 2 ¾” reducer flange.  The 2 ¾” remaining port in the bottom 

was used to feed through a stirring motor that was connected to an impeller inside the nipple.  

The motor and impeller were used to continuously stir the gasses.  The upper side of the nipple 

was also connected using a 10” to 2 ¾” reducer flange.  A valve was mounted to the upper 

reducer flange to isolate the gas mixing cylinder during no flow operation.  A 2 ¾” tee is 

mounted to the isolation valve to make a port to install an all range pressure gauge as a monitor 

to gas pressure in the system.  A 2 ¾” 4-way was mounted to the tee, with an isolation valve on 

the upper and lower sides and a reducer to ¼” gas line on the end.  The upper side of the 4-way 

was reserved for a residual gas analyzer (RGA) used to measure partial gas pressures in the 

mixtures, ensuring correct compositional control for Sn based growths.   The lower valve on the 

4-way isolated an Edwards 75-DX turbopump used to pump the gas mixing system. This pump 

removed the residual gas after growth and maintained the system under high-vacuum conditions 

when not in use.  The ¼” gas line connection was used to connect the gas to a mass flow 

controller to control the rate of gas flow during growth.   
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2.3 Thin Film Characterization 

Characterization of the grown thin films were essential for the material grower.  This 

feedback information was crucial in improving growth recipes to produce better material.  

Characterization methods used for this growth were primarily focused on telling the grower how 

much film was produced, the material quality and, in the case of GeSn, the composition of Sn 

incorporated into the Ge lattice.  Every sample grown was subjected to three optical 

characterization methods such as ellipsometry, Raman spectroscopy, and photoluminescence 

(PL).  Some samples displayed desired properties in the optical characterizations and, therefore, 

were sent on to other material characterization methods such as x-ray diffraction (XRD) and 

cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM).  These methods provide a rich 

assortment of information to understand what has been done and to formulate a strategy to 

further improve material growth with process iterations.  

2.3.1 Ellipsometry 

The ellipsometry characterization technique was the first characterization performed on 

grown samples.  This characterization was mainly used to derive the thin film thickness of the 

grown films.  In the case of GeSn the characterization was also used to estimate the Sn 

composition in the film.  Ellipsometry operates off the principle that as electromagnetic waves 

making up the incident light interacts with a material, the electromagnetic waves change in 

intensity and phase.  Thus, if you start with linearly polarized light (two light waves in phase) 

then interact it with a material, a change in polarization will occur resulting in either a circular 

(90° out of phase) or elliptical polarization (arbitrary amplitude and intensity).  The ellipsometer 

is divided into two sections.  The first section is for polarized light emission and includes a light 

source and a polarizer which passes light of only a certain polarization.  The second section of 
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the ellipsometer is the detection section.  This consists of a polarization analyzer and a detector.  

Between the polarized source and detection section is the wafer.  Light is emitted to the sample 

and reflected from the sample to the detection section.  The reflected light has changed 

polarization due to the interaction with the sample.  The polarization analyzer is a polarizer that 

continuously rotates allowing for light of different polarizations to arrive at the detector as it 

rotates.  The change in polarization from the incident is what the ellipsometry measures as Psi 

and Delta.  To accurately describe a thin film from the measurements of Psi and Delta requires 

using a material model and regression analysis.  The ellipsometer has a database of standard 

materials from which to select, allowing for quick and accurate model building.  However, for 

materials that are not in the database for the ellipsometer, a generalized model must be 

developed.   

For this research, a V-Vase optical spectroscopic ellipsometer from J.A. Wollam 

(Lincoln, NE www.jawoolam.com) was utilized.  The GeSn material system was not in the 

ellipsometer database.  Therefore, a generalized model was developed based off Ge.   In fitting 

the ellipsometry data for GeSn, the developed model was employed by shifting of the bandgap to 

lower energy.  This left many of the optical constants consistent with that of Ge and introduced 

some error in the measurement.  However, with Ge being the base material in GeSn, it was felt 

the error was small and the measurement itself was only one piece of the puzzle in determining 

the thickness, Sn composition, and material quality of the grown films.   

2.3.2 Raman Spectroscopy 

Raman spectroscopy pioneered in the 1920s and 1930s is a characterization technique 

based on the inelastic light scattering with atoms or molecules.  This technique is mainly used to 

observe low energy interactions such as those involving rotational and vibrational interactions. 
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Since vibrational energies are unique to a chemical bond, this technique is useful in identifying 

materials.  This technique is accomplished by illuminating the sample with monochromatic light 

and collecting the scattered light.  However, most of the scattered light is Rayleigh scattering 

caused by elastic collisions of the monochromatic light with the atoms in the sample.   Filtering 

out the Rayleigh scattering using a notch filter allows for the Raman scattered light to be 

collected.  The collected photons will be shifted from the original photon energies due to 

rotational and vibrational energies.  This shifting of photon energies is referred to as Stokes or 

anti-Stokes shifting.  The Raman spectroscopy performed in this research was performed on an 

in-house built Raman system as shown in Figure 2-2.   

 
Figure 2-2:  Schematic diagram of the Raman system.  The diagram is for illustration and is not 

to scale.  

The Raman system could utilize either a 532 nm or 632.8 nm laser as the monochromatic 

light source.  The collected light was dispersed using a grating-based spectrometer with optional 

LN2-cooled charged coupled device (CCD) camera or photomultiplier detector.  The CCD was 

the primary detector used while the photomultiplier was used as a backup in-the case of CCD 
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degrading vacuum and difficulty holding temperature. The system was calibrated to both Si (520 

cm-1) and Ge (300 cm-1).  With the semiconducting α-Sn Raman shift close to 210 cm-1 [196], the 

Raman shift of GeSn thin films should range between the Raman peaks of Ge and α-Sn.  Raman 

spectroscopy was mainly used in this research to determine the presence of deposited films and 

their crystallinity.  

2.3.3 Photoluminescence 

The photoluminescence characterization technique is used to observe and characterize the 

light emission from optoelectronic materials.  Photoluminescence, as its name suggests, is the 

luminescing of light while using light as a pumping source, or provider of energy.  The general 

process is that, photons of light above the bandgap of the semiconductor are absorbed in the 

material.  As the photons interact with electrons in the material, the electrons are excited to a 

higher energy state generating an electron-hole pair.  Radiative recombination of the electron-

hole pair emits a photon with an energy equal to that of the bandgap in the material.  These 

emitted photons are collected and measured using a spectrometer.  The photoluminescence 

technique can provide information about the bandgap of the material, carrier lifetimes, 

recombination processes, and a host of other information about the material under study.  This 

research was accomplished using an in-house built PL setup as shown is Figure 2-3. 

The PL setup was a multi-functional system which possessed six lasers as pumping 

sources and used different detectors such as InGaAs, PbS, and InSb.  The system was used for 

off-axis PL (both room temperature and low temperature have separate pump and collection 

paths), micro-PL, and optical pumping of devices.  The pumping side of the setup consists of 532 

nm continuous wave laser, 1064 nm pulse laser, 1550 nm continuous wave, 2000 nm continuous 

wave laser, 780 nm pulse Ti-sapphire femtosecond laser, and Nd:YAG laser.   
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Figure 2-3:  Photoluminescence system schematic incorporating the used lasers, detectors, and 

dual beam path for room temperature and low temperature measurements. The diagram is for 

illustration and is not to scale.  

 

Detection of the emitted light was accomplished using a Horiba (Kyoto, JA 

www.horiba.com) grating-based spectrometer in conjunction with either a PbS detector or InSb 

detector depending on the emitted wavelength.  PbS has cutoff at 3.0 µm, therefore, samples with 

emission near or beyond this wavelength required the InSb detector. The off-axis configuration 

was used for this research with both the room temperature and low temperature beam paths 

utilized.  Only the 532 nm, 1064 nm, and 1550 nm lasers were used for pumping probes during 

this work.  Detection was mainly accomplished using the PbS detector as most samples 

measured emitted below 3.0 µm.   

2.3.4 X-ray Diffraction 

The x-ray diffraction (XRD) characterization technique is a non-destructive technique 

that uses x-rays to probe the arrangement of atoms in materials.  First shown by William 
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Lawrence Bragg and William Henry Bragg, the diffraction of the x-rays interacting with a 

material was conditioned by the ordered arrangement of the atoms in the material [197].  Thus, 

using this spacing they were able to describe the atomic arrangement of materials.  This 

revolutionary process has become one of the dominant methods of characterizing the material 

structure. Material characterization was performed using Phillips (Malvern, UK 

www.malvernpanalytical.com) X’pert Pro x-ray diffractometer (XRD).  The symmetric (004) 2θ-

ω rocking curves and asymmetric (2-24) reciprocal space mapping (RSM) were measured, by 

which the crystalline material, and in-plane (a∥) and out-of-plane (a⊥) lattice constants were 

obtained.   

2.3.5 Transmission Electron Microscopy 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) is a technique that uses electron diffraction to 

build an image of the object being imaged.  Imaging can be of atoms in a crystal, molecule, 

viruses, bacteria, and other extremely small objects. The TEM uses high energy electrons (>200 

keV), focused onto a thin sample (<100 nm) to generate an image on a phosphor screen.  

Electrons with this high energy have a wavelength of 0.6 picometers making them ideal to image 

at the atomic level.   The principle of operation between an optical and electron microscope are 

the same with the source being focused through a sample and projected onto a screen.  However, 

focusing light requires a physical lens such as quartz, while focusing electrons need 

electromagnetic lenses.  The sources are also different, and the optical microscope can be done 

under ambient conditions while the TEM requires UHV conditions.  The TEM used in this 

research was a FEI Titan (Hillsboro, OR www.fei.com) located in the Institute for Nanoscience 

and Engineering at the University of Arkansas.   
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Chapter 3 UHV-CVD Growth on Si substrate 

Previous work using the UHV-CVD for the growth of group IV materials demonstrated 

the ability to produce thin films of (Si)GeSn alloys [198].  However, the growth was only 

demonstrated directly on Si and had yet to be established on Ge buffers.  Furthermore, growth 

had not been shown to be uniform with adequate control to produce device quality materials.  

Chapter 3 begins a road to solving those growth issues, by solving the uniformity issue in 

conjunction with learning material growth.  Several studies were carried out including studies of 

the basic growth conditions, development of a Ge buffer for further work, and one of the 

potential GeH4 decomposition enhancements available to use.   

3.1 A Comparison Study of the Low Temperature Growth of Dilute GeSn and Ge  

Reproduced from [ “Comparison study of the low temperature growth of dilute GeSn and Ge” 

P.C. Grant, W. Dou, B. Alharthi, J. M. Grant, A. Mosleh, W. Du, B. Li, M. Mortazavi, H. A. 

Naseem, S.-Q. Yu, JVST (B), vol 35, no. 6, 061204, (2017) ], with the permission of the 

American Vacuum Society. 

The development of GeSn has given silicon photonics its long awaited true direct 

bandgap material with complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) compatibility and 

bandgap tunability [171, 198, 199], which leads to high performance GeSn devices such as light 

emitting diodes [200–202], photodetectors [204, 205], and lasers [176, 205].  The rapid success 

of GeSn optoelectronic devices indicates great commercialization potential.  

 Growth of GeSn is challenging due to large lattice mismatch between Si and GeSn 

(>4.2%), low solubility (<0.5%), and the instability of α-Sn above 13 °C.  Material growth 

techniques therefore were developed under non-equilibrium growth conditions such as low 

temperature growth via either molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [206–210], or chemical vapor 

deposition (CVD) [140, 204, 211–213].  The growth of GeSn using CVD technique has been 
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investigated more than one decade.  Various Sn and Ge precursors were used attempting to 

achieve high Sn incorporation and high material quality.  Early growths were carried out using 

deuterated stannane (SnD4) as the Sn precursor [141], whose high cost and instability drove the 

motivation of seeking other Sn precursors.  It has been reported that tin-tetrachloride (SnCl4), a 

low cost, stable, and commercially available precursor, with GeSn material growth being initially 

demonstrated by Vincent et al [154].  On the other hand, various hydride chemistries have also 

been explored as a Ge precursor by Kouvetakis et al. [141].  Higher order germanes were 

commonly used due to their favorable decomposition at low temperatures [212].  Recent 

progress has allowed for low cost germane (GeH4) to be used for Ge and GeSn growth via a 

UHV-CVD system [212–214].  The material characterization results revealed that low 

temperature Ge growth results in relatively lower material quality, while GeSn grown under the 

same condition displays much better crystal quality.  It has been assumed that the reaction 

between GeH4 and SnCl4 is an exothermic reaction that supplies increased energy to the growth 

of the films [216].  Therefore, the introduction of the diluted SnCl4 could significantly improve 

the material quality. However, no evidence so far has been given to support this assumption 

during the growth of GeSn.  In addition, since the high Sn incorporation was desired for GeSn-

based devices, the study of growth for dilute Sn materials has been overlooked.   

 In this dissertation, the growth of dilute GeSn using GeH4 and diluted SnCl4 as Ge and Sn 

precursors are reported, respectively.  The growth of Ge was performed under the same growth 

conditions for comparison.  The ratio of GeH4 and SnCl4 was held constant at 500:1. The optical 

and material characterization showed the improved material quality of GeSn compared to that of 

Ge.  Moreover, the exothermic chemical reaction during the GeSn growth was investigated. 

3.1.1 Growth and Characterization of Dilute Sn Films 
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3.1.1.1 Growth 

All material growth work was done using p-type Si (001) 4-inch wafers as substrates.  

The wafers were processed using standard piranha etch and HF dip prior to growth as described 

in previous work [213].  Material growth was carried out in a cold wall UHV-CVD chamber 

with base pressures below 10-9 torr.  Low temperature Ge growth was accomplished using GeH4 

as a precursor and Ar as the carrier gas.  The corresponding gas flow rates were kept at 10 sccm 

and 25 sccm, respectively.  The dilute GeSn was grown by introducing SnCl4 with a gas flow 

rate of 0.02 sccm in addition to the low temperature Ge growth recipe.  The growth temperature 

was kept below 400 °C to be consistent with CMOS process compatibility for all growths.  The 

growth pressure was fixed at 0.5 torr.  The growth time varied from 10 minutes to 120 minutes to 

extract nucleation time and the growth rate. 

3.1.1.2 Characterization 

A J.A. Woolam spectroscopic ellipsometry V-Vase tool was used to measure the change 

in the polarization of light as it reflects from a material to extract the film thickness, which was 

subsequently used to analyze the growth mechanism.  Material characterization was performed 

using a Phillips X’pert Pro x-ray diffractometer (XRD).  The symmetric (004) 2θ-ω rocking 

curves and asymmetric (2-24) reciprocal space mapping (RSM) were measured by which the 

crystalline material, and in-plane (a∥) and out-of-plane (a⊥) lattice constants were obtained.  

Room temperature PL measurement was carried out to study the film quality and emission peak 

shifts due to the Sn incorporation.  A 1064 nm pulsed laser with 5 ns pulse duration and 45 kHz 

repetition rate was used as an excitation source, and the emission was collected by a 

spectrometer equipped with a thermoelectrically cooled PbS detector with response cut-off at 3.0 

μm. 
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3.1.2 Dilute GeSn Material and Optical Properties 

Figure 3-1(a) shows the time-dependent Ge film thickness grown at the temperatures of 

320, 340, and 350 °C.  The solid points are measured data and the solid lines are linear fitting, 

which show the well-consistent growth of the films up to 60 minutes.  This stability of growth 

suggests that the decomposition of GeH4 into GeHx radicals is constant at a given temperature.  

As temperature increased, thicker films were obtained as expected.   

 
 Figure 3-1: Thickness dependence on the growth time of low temperature growth of (a) Ge and 

(b) GeSn.  The solid points are measured data and the solid lines are linear fitting to extract the 

average growth rate. 

Figure 3-1(b) shows the GeSn film thickness grown under the same conditions.  

The well-consistent growth of the GeSn films was also obtained.  Note that the measured 

GeSn films are much thicker than the Ge films, which is mainly due to the introduction of 

diluted SnCl4. 

Figure 3-2(a) plots the temperature-dependent growth rate that was derived from the 

linear fitting shown in Figure 3-1.  It can be seen that at 350 °C, the growth rate of GeSn is 

double that of Ge.  Decomposition of GeH4 into GeHx radicals is expected to be the same for 

both GeSn and Ge at the same temperature.  Therefore, it indicates that incorporation of Sn into 
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the lattice is responsible for the increased growth rate.  Figure 3-2(b) shows the nucleation time 

during the film growths and their dependence on temperature.  The nucleation time was 

determined by extrapolating the growth rate fit line to zero. The solid points are measured data 

and the solid lines are linear fitting.  The nucleation time for GeSn is always greater than that of 

Ge at the same growth temperatures.  

 
Figure 3-2: (a) The derived growth rate for low temperature Ge and dilute GeSn film growth.  (b) 

The extracted nucleation times of the films and their dependence on decreased temperature. 

The increased nucleation time is attributed to dilution of GeHx radicals by  SnClx radicals 

and the HCl byproduct in the system, which is an etchant gas for Ge [217].  As the growth 

temperature decreases both Ge and GeSn display increased nucleation times.  Heirlemann et al. 

showed that temperature and pressure were two key factors that control the decomposition of 

GeH4 [218].  Decrease of the temperature would decrease the amount of GeHx radicals that are 

available to nucleate on the surface and, therefore, prolong the time to fully nucleate.  The 

symmetric (004) 2θ-ω scans of low temperature Ge and GeSn are given in Figure 3-3.     

The 2θ-ω scans of Ge films with growth temperatures of 350, 340, and 320 °C shown in 

Figure 3-3(a) exhibit Ge-Ge peak intensities of 264, 42, and 6, respectively.  In comparison the 

2θ-ω scans of GeSn films plotted in Figure 3-3(b), show the corresponding peak intensities of 

3903, 120, 25, respectively.  In all cases the peak intensity of GeSn is higher than that of Ge.   
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Figure 3-3: XRD 2θ-ω scans of (a) Ge and (b) GeSn films. A high-quality relaxed Ge reference 

grown on Si using an optimized two step growth recipe was also plotted for comparison. 

Moreover, the material quality can be also examined by the full width half max (FWHM) 

of the Ge or GeSn peaks in XRD rocking curves.  Ge exhibits FWHM of 0.357°, and 0.478° at 

340 and 350 °C growth temperatures, respectively (the signal‒to‒noise ratio of the 320 °C peak 

was too small for an accurate estimation); while the GeSn FWHMs were extracted as 0.246°, 

0.287°, and 0.887° at 350, 340, and 320 °C growths, respectively.  It is well known that the large 

lattice mismatch between Ge/GeSn and Si results in high defect density during the material 

growth at low temperatures.  Intuitively, the GeSn would feature lower quality due to the larger 

lattice mismatch than Ge, however, the opposite phenomena was observed according to the peak 

intensity and line-width study mentioned above.  The increased crystallinity of GeSn can be 

explained by the presence of Cl on the wafer surface which could act as a surfactant due to its 

lower surface energy [174].  Surfactants are able to improve the crystal growth in low 

temperature semiconductors by enhancing the mobility of surface ad-atoms.  

Compared to the Ge reference that was grown on Si using an optimized two step recipe, 

the GeSn peaks for all samples feature a shift toward lower angles, which is a result of Sn 

incorporation and residual strain. 

 To further study the strain and optical properties of GeSn, two thick samples with growth 
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times of 90 and 120 minute and temperature of 350 °C were selected, which feature the film 

thicknesses of 450 and 600 nm (noted as sample A and B), respectively.  To obtain the Sn 

composition and strain information, the asymmetrical RSM along the (2-24) plane was conducted 

and shown in Figure 3-4.  

The Sn composition and strain in each film was calculated using a method reported 

elsewhere [219].  For samples A and B, the Sn compositions were calculated as 0.28% and 0.75%, 

respectively.  The calculated compressive strains in sample A and B were 0.13% and 0.06%, which 

indicates that the GeSn films were almost fully relaxed. 

 
Figure 3-4: X-ray diffraction reciprocal space maps along (-2-24) plane of (a) sample A and (b) 

sample B. The R=1 and R=0 lines indicate the full relaxation and pseudomorphic (lattice match to 

Si). 

 PL characterization was performed on all grown samples.  The low temperature grown 

Ge did not exhibit room temperature PL while GeSn films grown at 350 °C showed clear room 

temperature PL.  Moreover, increase in GeSn film thickness showed increased PL intensity.  

Figure 3-5 shows the PL spectra of two selected GeSn samples.  The black and red curves are 

measured data and Gaussian fittings, respectively. 
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 In Figure 3-5, the PL peaks at 1625 and 1650 nm for samples A and B were assigned to 

the direct bandgap transitions according to theoretical study [220].  Compared to the direct peak 

of Ge at 1575 nm, these peaks shift toward longer wavelengths due to incorporated Sn.   

 
Figure 3-5: Stacked PL spectra of two selected dilute GeSn samples.  The PL of Ge bulk reference 

is also poltted for comparison.  The black and red curves are measured data and Gaussian fittings, 

respectively.  The clear PL peaks at 1625 and 1650 nm were observed. 

The red-shift of the PL peak associated with sample B compared to sample A was 

attributed to slight Sn compositional difference and to reduced strain due to the increased film 

thickness.  For samples A and B, since their film thicknesses were beyond the critical thickness 

of 4.2% lattice mismatch between GeSn and Si [221], the materials became relaxed, and 

therefore both increased Sn incorporation and relaxation contributed to the peak shifting from 
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Ge.  Unlike Ge bulk reference, the indirect peak was not observed from samples A and B due to 

their thin film thicknesses.  Moreover, the clearly observed PL spectra at room temperature 

indicated the relative high material quality.   

3.1.3 Exothermic reaction during the growth of GeSn using SnCl4 

The results show that GeSn had increased crystallinity and higher growth rates compared 

to Ge.  While factors such as Cl surfactant effect or alloy formation temperature can account for 

increased crystallinity, another important factor such as thermal effect also plays an important 

role.  It has been mentioned that the chemical reactions used in the deposition of Sn-base 

materials are exothermic in nature [216].  An exothermic reaction could transfer generated heat 

to nearby GeH4 molecules allowing for increasing decomposition.  This would account for the 

increased growth rates in GeSn.   

The higher growth rates and increased crystallinity of GeSn growth observed in this study 

suggest that the major reaction, i.e., GeH4 + SnCl4 → GeSn + 4 HCl, is naturally exothermic. 

This is observed as a temperature increase in the outflowing gas from the system. Growth rates 

suggest an effective 10 °C temperature difference in the growth condition between GeSn and Ge 

within target growth temperatures in this study.  For instance, the growth rates of Ge at 340 and 

350 °C (2.0 and 2.4 nm/min) are almost equal to that of GeSn at 330 and 340 °C, as shown later 

by the dashed line in Figure 4-2(a). The generation of heat is expected to be dependent on the 

SnCl4 flow rate as its decomposition energy is much lower than GeH4.  This suggests increasing 

SnCl4 incorporation complicates the growth of the material, as the temperature control of 

substrate during the low temperature growth would be a challenge.  However, the excess heat 

generated offers a possibility to improve the material quality. 

3.1.4 Summary and Conclusion 
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Dilute GeSn was grown at low temperature using diluted SnCl4 (0.02 sccm flow rate) as 

Sn precursor via cold-wall UHV-CVD and compared with the Ge growth under the same 

condition.  By investigating the temperature-dependent growth rate and nucleation time, the 

material growth mechanism to explain the improved material quality of GeSn over Ge was 

provided, and which were confirmed by XRD and PL measurements.  In addition, this study 

provided the evidence of an exothermic reaction occurring during the deposition of GeSn.  Based 

on this analysis, it is believed that this reaction produced HCl as a by-product of the precursor 

gases.  The material and optical characterization results suggested excess heat was provided at 

the wafer surface to improve the growth conditions [222]. 

3.2 Ge Buffers on Si Substrate 

3.2.1 Limiting Factor of Strain on Incorporation 

The incorporation of Sn into the Ge crystalline lattice expands the lattice constant, 

induces compressive strain in the material, and is a limiting factor in the final Sn composition 

[223].  The >4.2% lattice mismatch between Si and GeSn inherently increases the strain in the 

growing films resulting in poor quality and low composition.  To overcome this initial barrier to 

growth Ge buffers are used to provide a larger lattice constant as a virtual substrate for the 

growth of GeSn or other GeSn based alloys.    

There are three main methods of growing high-quality Ge on Si: (i) graded SiGe step 

buffers, (ii) two-step plus annealing, and (iii) aspect ratio trapping.  Graded SiGe step buffers are 

created by growing multiple layers from low composition SiGe to Ge. These layers have been 

shown to produce Ge buffers with threading dislocation density (TDD) of ~106 cm-2 [224].  

However, these layers are very thick with average thicknesses of several micrometers.  The two-

step plus annealing method of producing high-quality Ge on Si involved a low temperature step, 
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to avoid islanding, followed by a high temperature step and annealing [225].  This method has 

produced Ge layers with TDD in the mid to upper 106 cm-2.  The layer thickness of the buffer 

produced by this method can be 1 um or less.  Aspect ratio trapping involved depositing a layer 

of SiO2 onto the Si substrate.  Once deposited a window needs to be opened to the Si substrate 

with widow depth over width ratio >1 [226].  The main angle of propagation of threading 

dislocations generated from the growth of Ge on Si is 45° from the substrate surface.   When the 

depth is greater than the width the 45° threading dislocations terminate at the SiO2 sidewall.  

This allows for a layer of defect free material to grow above the defective region.  However, this 

growth method doesn’t produce a single high-quality Ge layer for use as a virtual substrate due 

to defects generated where the lateral over-growth merges.  

This research used a two-step method as described above.  However, due to technical 

issues, the annealing step could not be accomplished.  Even with this barrier, high-quality Ge 

buffers on Si were produced.   

3.2.2 LT/HT Growth Method 

The development of Ge buffers was rapid, and the goal was to produce a suitable 

platform for the growth of GeSn.  It was not to have a fully optimized recipe to produce the best 

quality material the chamber can produce.  A balance had to be found between speed of 

development and material quality.  Therefore, a metric based on desirable properties was 

developed to include, relaxed film, shiny surface, and PL intensity comparable to bulk Ge 

substrate.   

The first step in the growth was to grow a low temperature step to avoid islanding thus  

producing a relaxed layer.  The second step involved a high temperature step to produce high 

quality Ge for the upper most layer.  The growth performed in this research was at 1 torr of 
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pressure with a first step growth temperature was between 300 and 400 °C.  The second step was 

grown between 500 and 600 °C.  Each growth corresponding to a separate set of conditions for 

only one of the steps.  The GeH4 flow rate for the high temperature step was half that of the low 

temperature step.   

3.2.3 Optical/Material Characterization 

The optimal recipe developed produced a buffer with total thickness just over 1 µm with 

a low temperature layer thickness of 250 nm.   Using 375 °C for the low temperature step and 

600 °C for the high temperature step, a smooth shiny surface was produced with good PL (Figure 

3-6).  

 
Figure 3-6:  Room temperature PL from Ge bulk reference and Ge buffer. 

The room temperature PL indicated high quality material because the peak intensity of 

the Ge buffer was on the same order of magnitude as the Ge bulk reference.  The indirect peak 

was not observed.  The shifting of the peak to longer wavelengths was due to tensile strain built 

up in the layer.  This occurred because the thermal expansion coefficient for Si is 2.6 x10-6 cm 

°C-1 and for Ge is 5.9 x 10-6 cm °C-1.  This means that the high temperature growth of the Ge 

layer results in tensile strain being developed in the material as it cools. Strain in these samples 
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was estimated to be between 0.15 and 0.2%, which is comparable with the community. [227]  

Temperature dependence was completed on the sample and shown in Figure 3-7 with extracted 

information in Figure 3-8. 

 
Figure 3-7:  Temperature dependent PL of the Ge buffer. 

 

 
Figure 3-8: (a) The extracted integrated PL Intensity and (b) peak energy.  The peak energy has 

been fit using a Varshni fitting. 

 The dominant direct bandgap emission peak was fitted for integrated PL intensity and the 

peak energy.  The integrated PL intensity shown in Figure 3-8(a) initially decreased with 

increasing temperature before rising again.  This is typical of indirect bandgap semiconductors 
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and is explained as follows.  Low temperatures freeze out defects allowing for more efficient 

radiative recombination.  As the temperature increased, the defects became more influential thus 

reducing the integrated PL intensity.  Near room temperature thermal energy given to the 

electrons increased carrier population of the direct band and increased the radiative 

recombination.  The direct bandgap peak was fitted for peak position and fitted with Varshni 

fitting, Figure 3-8(b).   

𝐸𝑔 = 𝐸0 +
𝛼𝑇2

𝑇+𝛽
                                                                                                 (Equation 3-1) 

 The parameters for the Varshni equation are as follows: 𝐸𝑔 is the bandgap energy at a 

given temperature; 𝐸0is the bandgap energy at 0 K; 𝛼 is the first Varshni parameter; 𝛽 is the 

second Varshni parameter; 𝑇 is the given temperature.  The Varshni fitting of the temperature 

dependent direct bandgap peak position resulted in the following parameters.  𝐸0 is 0.861 eV, α 

is 6.8 x 10-4 and β is 464.  These values are consistent with those produced by the direct bandgap 

in Ge [228].  The room temperature power dependent PL was accomplished and is shown in 

Figure 3-9. 

 
Figure 3-9: (a) Room temperature power dependence and (b) integrated PL Intensity vs. pumping 

power on Ge buffer. 
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The room temperature PL pumping power dependence shown in Figure 3-9(a) illustrates 

high-quality material as the PL signal could still be seen at low pumping powers.  During the 

development phase of growth, most PL was accomplished at 500 mW of pumping power to 

achieve reasonable signal.  However, with the optimized growth condition, the material quality 

was improved to the point that PL signal could continue to be observed down to 25 mW of 

pumping power.  Figure 3-9(b) shows the log-log plot of the extracted integrated PL as a 

function of the pumping power.  It has been shown by Riordan et al. [229] and Lieten et al. [230] 

that a fitting slope near 2 shows that the recombination is dominated by Shockley-Reed Hall 

(SRH) non-radiative recombination.  

The PL characterization performed on the Ge buffer suggested high quality material.  

However, threading dislocation density (TDD) is a better gauge for material quality.  It has been 

shown that optimized growth methods produce TDD in the ~105-106 range.  To perform the 

estimation of TDD, etch pit counting was performed (Figure 3-10).  

  
Figure 3-10:  Scanning electron microscope image of pits that were etched in the surface.  The 

pit counting visible with dots and #1 beside the pit.  

The etch pit counting shown in Figure 3-10, estimated a TDD ~1.1 x 107 indicating high-

quality Ge buffers grown on Si substrate.  The additional annealing step prescribed in the high-
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quality Ge buffer growth should result in TDD in the 106 range consistent with currently reported 

high-quality buffers [225].  However, even without the annealing step, the buffer quality should 

be good enough for growth of GeSn. 

3.2.4 UHV-CVD Grown Buffers on Si for GeSn Growth 

This section reports on the growth and development of Ge buffers for GeSn growth.  An 

optimized 2-step growth method was successfully developed.  Even with the lack of annealing in 

the samples, the as-grown sample displayed PL intensity only 1/8 of a bulk Ge substrate.  

Temperature dependence illustrated the nature of indirect materials with an initial decrease in PL 

integrated intensity until ~200 K before increasing at higher temperatures.  Power dependent PL 

measurement showed SRH non-radiative recombination to be the dominant recombination 

mechanism in Ge buffers.  Etch pit counting in the Ge buffer surface suggested TDD of 1.1 x 

107.  High-quality buffers were successfully developed for the growth of GeSn. 

3.3 Plasma Enhanced Growth of GeSn on Si Substrate. 

3.3.1 Plasma Enhancement 

Growth of GeSn is inherently difficult due to the issues described in Section 3.2.1.  

Adding to this complexity is that GeH4 decomposition is extremely poor at low temperatures and 

has been the main reason for the use of Ge2H6 as the Ge precursor in the CVD growth of GeSn. 

Hierlemann et al showed that temperature and pressure were dominant in the decomposition of 

GeH4 [218].  RF plasma was considered to provide localized heating to GeH4 molecules thus 

assisting decomposition.   

Growth was accomplished similarly to the dilute Sn research described in Section 3.1.  In 

this growth, the plasma system described in Section 2.1 was utilized to generate the plasma.  The 
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temperature effect on growth rate and crystallinity was examined at it gives evidence of 

increased decomposition of GeH4 as well as a transition from crystalline to amorphous material.  

The growth temperature was varied from 225 to 400 °C.  The flow rate of SnCl4 was varied to 

gain insight into changes in the growth due to increasing Sn precursor.  All growths were kept at 

0.5 torr pressure and 20 minutes growth time to show the enhanced growth rate over that of non-

plasma GeSn. For these growths, 50 W of plasma power was used and no sample rotation was 

performed.  Shorting in the plasma system prevented lower power and sample rotation.  This was 

repaired for later growths.  

3.3.2 Results/Discussion 

The plasma enhanced growth was primarily focused on the increased decomposition of 

the GeH4 precursor.  It was shown in the dilute GeSn and low temperature Ge comparison 

completed in Section 3.1 that GeSn grew slowly and growth times took up to an hour to grow 

several hundred nanometers and at temperatures below 320 °C, no growth occured.  Ellipsometry 

measured thickness and Raman shift for the temperature dependent plasma growths are shown in 

Figure 3-11. 

 
Figure 3-11:  Temperature dependence of a)  GeSn film thickness and b) relative Raman shift for 

the GeSn grown films.  
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In Figure 3-11 a), the film thickness dependence on growth temperature is shown.  As the 

temperature increased, the GeSn films increased in thickness as well.  The increase in growth 

temperature increased the thermal decomposition of GeH4 allowing for much faster growth rates.  

It was estimated that the growth rate increased 200 to 400 times over that of non-plasma GeSn 

growths.  The relative Raman shift in Figure 3-11b) shows a reduction in Raman peak position 

from 350 to 325 °C which could be attributed to Sn incorporation, however, from 300 to 225 °C 

the relative Raman peak shifts 34 cm-1 and remained constant.  This was indicative of the 

crystalline to amorphous transition in Ge [231].   

While there is no current study on amorphous GeSn, it is anticipated that low 

composition GeSn should act similar to Ge.  Therefore, while the growth rate was enhanced, 

single crystallinity was lost at reduced temperatures.  The flow of SnCl4 was varied from flow 

rates used in non-plasma growths to increasing values to examine the effects on the growth.  PL 

was demonstrated from the growth and a sample is shown in Figure 3-12.   

 
Figure 3-12: a) Plasma enhanced GeSn film thickness with increasing flow rates of SnCl4.  b) 

Example PL from the GeSn plasma enhanced growth. 

It was previously shown that applying plasma enhancement breaks down the GeH4 

precursor efficiently resulting in 200 to 400 times growth rate.  Examination of the effect of 
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increasing the SnCl4 flow rate is shown in Figure 3-12a).  It can be seen that minor fluctuations 

in the thickness were noted, however, the overall trend in the thickness range remained constant.   

While this range was still small, 1 sccm SnCl4 flow rate was attempted with a resulting GeSn 

film thickness of ~900 nm.  This suggests that increasing the SnCl4 flow rate should have 

increased the film thickness. It has been noted in non-plasma growth that this trend is similar 

[223].  The PL shown in Figure 3-12b) consists of three consecutive measurements starting in the 

center and working radially outward.   It can be seen that the center and middle of the growth 

emission was near 1500 nm.  However, the edge showed extension of the wavelength to ~1900 

nm, which was evidence of Sn incorporation.  The edge of the growth was further examined to 

confirm the shift in wavelength was due to Sn incorporation.  The XRD rocking curve for the 

sample is shown in Figure 3-13. 

 
Figure 3-13: The XRD rocking curve of the edge of GeSn plasma enhanced growth. 

The XRD rocking curve shown in Figure 3-13 has two distinct peaks.  The first peak at 

~69 degrees was attributed to the Si substrate while the peak at ~ 65.5 corresponds to the GeSn 
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peak.  This was shifted to lower angles from the Ge peak that would show up ~66 degrees.  This 

was further evidence of Sn incorporation near the edge of the wafer.   The XRD intensity was 

similar to that noted in the dilute growth, however, the FWHM of 0.436° was larger than that of 

the dilute work.  This was evidence of more defective material that could be attributed to using 

the 50 W plasma. 

3.3.3 Plasma Enhanced Growth of GeSn Near 5% Sn on Si 

The plasma enhancement did show increased decomposition of GeH4 evidenced as 

increased growth rate of GeSn thin film over their non-plasma counterpart.  The change in 

crystallinity below 325 °C could be attributed to high growth rates not allowing Ge and Sn ad-

atoms time to find optimal sites to form single crystal material.  Large dynamic range of SnCl4 

flow rate was observed with increasing thickness at flow rates if 1 sccm.   The incorporation of 

Sn into the growing films was evidenced by PL and XRD rocking curves suggesting a Sn 

percentage of ~5%.   Further refinement of the plasma enhancement technique could result in 

lower temperature deposition of GeSn films on Si with increased incorporation.  This work has 

shown the potential of the low temperature plasma enhanced growth of GeSn films on Si, thus 

paving a new avenue toward the growth of the GeSn material.   

3.4 Summary 

This chapter has described the growth of GeSn on Si.  This resulted in material with low 

Sn compositions.  The differences between low temperature grown Ge and GeSn were examined.  

The growth rate of GeSn was faster under similar conditions but had a delay in the nucleation 

compared to that of low temperature Ge.   GeSn produced higher quality material even to 

producing PL which was unseen in the low temperature growth of Ge.  It is suggested that the 

GeH4 + SnCl4 → GeSn + 4HCl reaction is naturally exothermic adding excess heat in the 
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growing reaction.   

The second section described the development of a Ge buffer for high-quality GeSn 

growth.  A standard two-step recipe was used to grow the buffers.  However, the annealing step 

could not be completed. Temperature and pump power dependent PL suggested high-quality Ge 

buffers with RT PL only being 1/8 of the Ge bulk reference.  Etch pit counting suggested TDD 

of ~ 1.1 x 107 thus adding one more piece of evidence to show high-quality buffer growth. 

Lastly, plasma enhanced growth was accomplished on Si substrates. Increased growth 

rates of 200 to 400 times were observed over the non-plasma growth.  Large dynamic range of 

SnCl4 flow rate was obtained showing increased growth rates with large increases in SnCl4 flow 

rate.  Effective Sn incorporation was shown in PL and XRD measurements with Sn incorporation 

~5%.    
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Chapter 4 UHV-CVD Growth of GeSn on Ge Buffers 

4.1 GeSn on Ge Buffered Si substrate 

Progress in group IV photonics over recent years has elevated the GeSn material system 

to the forefront of photonic integration on Si substrates [229–232].  Demonstrations of true direct 

bandgap GeSn, LED, and lasers show the budding potential of the GeSn material system [176, 

205, 215, 235, 236].  Applications based on this technology could flood the photonics market 

with inexpensive and efficient light emission/detection devices and systems based on these 

devices.   

Growth of GeSn on Ge is difficult due to low solubility (<1%), and instability of α-Sn 

above 13 °C.  In order to grow GeSn material, growth techniques were developed under non-

equilibrium growth conditions such as low temperature growth via either MBE [206–210], or 

CVD [140, 211–214].  The CVD growth of GeSn has been investigated over a decade.  Various 

Sn and Ge precursors in conjunction with carrier gasses were used attempting to achieve high Sn 

incorporation and high material quality.  Early growths were carried out using deuterium-

stabalized stannane (SnD4) as the Sn precursor [141], whose high cost and instability drove the 

motivation to seek other Sn precursors.  It has been reported that tin-tetrachloride (SnCl4) is a 

low cost, stable, and commercially available precursor and the GeSn material growth was  

initially demonstrated by Vincent et al. [154].  On the other hand, various hydride chemistries 

have also been explored as Ge precursor by Kouvetakis et al. [141].  Higher order germanes were 

commonly used due to their favorable decomposition at low temperatures [212].  Recent 

progress has allowed for low cost germane (GeH4) to be used for Ge and GeSn growth via UHV-

CVD system [212, 213, 236, 237].   The growth of GeSn material detailed in the previous 

growths showed the material properties of the grown films, however, no result has yet 
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demonstrated the entire development to high quality GeSn material.  The goal of this work was 

to detail the development of high-quality GeSn material on the Ge buffer.  The effect of growth 

temperature and the overpressure of SnCl4 were examined.  Adjustment of the growth recipes to 

produce high-quality GeSn was examined in detail.  Control in the growth of GeSn was achieved 

with the dominant mechanisms to produce high-quality films of prescribed thickness and 

composition identified.  While conditions change between different growth chambers, the 

method used to develop high-quality GeSn could be applicable across chambers.  

4.2 Growth Method 

All material growth work was done using p-type Si (001) 4-inch wafers as substrates.  

The wafers were processed using standard piranha etch and HF dip prior to growth as described 

in our previous work [213].  Material growth was carried out in a cold wall UHV-CVD chamber 

with base pressures below 10-9 torr.  Growth was accomplished using GeH4, SnCl4 as precursors 

and Ar as the carrier gas.  All GeSn growth was accomplished on Ge buffers grown as prescribed 

in Section 3.2 prior to GeSn thin film growth.   

Determination of a starting point for the growth of GeSn on Ge buffers was determined 

using previous growth studies to understand the mechanism behind the growth.  In Section 3.1, 

understanding of the nature of both low temperature Ge and GeSn were examined. The growth of 

each of these materials reduced the size of the growth matrix used for GeSn on Ge buffers.  The 

growth of low temperature Ge determined pressure ranges that were useful for GeSn growth.  

The GeSn growth on Si shown in Section 3.1, developed understanding of the gas supply ratios, 

temperatures, and time needed for growth to occur.  With the understanding of needed 

parameters, a growth matrix was formed, as shown in Figure 4-1.  In Figure 4-1, the narrowed 

growth window was derived from previous growths shown in Chapter 3.  The blue and green 
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dashed lines represent the narrowing of the growth matrix, with the red dotted lines showing the 

pathway taken to produce high quality GeSn.  Two arrows show the starting point for the growth 

as well as when a clear surface was achieved.  The appearance of the clear surface was the first 

characteristic of reaching growth conditions required for high quality GeSn material.  The 

growth was divided into two batches with the first batch to examine the growth temperature 

dependence on Sn incorporation as well as the effect of SnCl4 overpressure. 

 
Figure 4-1:  Growth matrix of GeSn on Ge buffers.  Matrix narrowing from growth 

understanding is illustrated.  A starting point and path to high quality GeSn is shown. 

  The second batch developed high-quality GeSn, examined the precursor supply fraction 

ratios, and used the gained information to continue to push Sn incorporation higher.  The growth 

temperature of GeSn was kept below 350 °C consistent with CMOS process compatibility.  The 

growth pressure was fixed at 2 torr.  Growth times for the first batch were kept at 30 minutes 

while the second batch was increased to 60 minutes.  
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4.3 Growth Temperature Dependence with SnCl4 Overpressure 

A series of successive growth were accomplished to verify the temperature dependence 

on Sn incorporation [5].   These temperatures were varied from the starting point determined by 

the growth of previous materials shown in Section 3.2.  Verification of Sn incorporation was 

accomplished using PL and XRD with the results shown in Figure 4-2 and tabulated in Table 1. 

 
Figure 4-2:  a) PL of growth temperature dependent GeSn.  b) Selected XRD of growth 

temperture dependent GeSn. 

In Figure 4-2a), the growth temperature dependent PL shows shifting of the PL 

wavelength to longer wavelengths, however, below 260 °C the PL disappeared.  It can be noticed 

besides the shifting of the wavelength, there seemed to be a separate peak.  This was thought to 

be from the Ge buffer initially, however, the PL wavelength was shifted beyond the buffer 

emission.  This suggests that a separate layer of low composition Sn may have been present.  
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XRD shown in Figure 4-2b) agrees with the PL in that as the growth temperature decreased the 

GeSn peak shifts to lower angle, indicating increased Sn incorporation.  Below 325 °C, another 

peak appeared and remained throughout the rest of the temperature reduction.  This peak didn’t 

change with growth temperature reduction.  Further investigation of this phenomenon was done 

to understand the effect of SnCl4.  

Table 1:  Characterization results of the temperature dependent growth of GeSn. 

Sample # Growth temp PL peak Ellips cut-off XRD peak 

0611 325°C 1618/1776 1770 65.76 

0613 300°C 1586/1764 1770 65.89 

0614 290°C 1601/1814 1630  

0615 280°C 1631/1881 1940  

0616 270°C 1691/1952 1840 65.85/64.79 

0617 260°C 1636/1939 1790 65.87 

0618 240°C 0 2040 65.87 

0619 220°C 1590 1570  

0620 240°C 0 2010  

0621 270°C 1874 2130 65.88/65.02 

0622 240°C 0 1800 65.87 

 

Selected samples from the first batch were investigated further to better understand the 

low Sn peak seen in XRD.  To further investigate this peak, XRD-RSM was performed as well 

as TEM.  The results from three chosen samples are shown in Figures 4-3, 4-4, and 4-5. 

 
Figure 4-3:  XRD RSM and TEM of 0613 grown at 300 °C for 30 mins. 
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Figure 4-4: XRD RSM and TEM of 0616 grown at 270 °C for 30 mins. 

 
Figure 4-5: XRD RSM of 0621 grown at 270 °C for 1 hour. 

The XRD RSM for chosen samples showed a psuedomorphic layer at low composition, 

(1% Sn), as well as some relaxation in a subsequent layer that corresponded to the growth 

temperature dependent composition.  The maximum composition was measured at ~8% Sn 

incorporation for the 270 °C growth temperature.  The samples were then imaged using TEM to 

see the structure.  It can be seen in Figures 4-3, 4-4, and 4-5, the Ge buffer was consistently 

grown to be between 1030 and 1100 nm in thickness.  Also seen in the TEM are areas of surface 

segregation of Sn that forms into droplets on the surface.  Examination of the layers and surface 

segregation was performed using the TEM-EDX measurement to estimate the Sn composition in 

each layer.  There was no Sn in the buffer, approximately 1% Sn in the layer, a pure Sn droplet, 
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and the temperature dependent layer formed between the dot and 1% layer.  This suggests that 

the overpressure of SnCl4 depleted the Sn from the growing layer and segregated it on the 

surface.   This could have been due to lower surface energy of Sn causing it to agglomerate on 

the surface instead of incorporating into the growing film.  To improve growth conditions the 

amount of SnCl4 available needed to be reduced.  

4.4 Growth Optimization 

The first batch of GeSn on Ge buffered Si samples was plagued by SnCl4 overpressure.  

Reduction of this overpressure was required to incorporate more than the 1% Sn layer shown in 

the first batch of samples. To fully understand the effect of SnCl4 and GeH4 in the growth of 

GeSn, the ratio of gas flow rates was calculated.  The calculation showed that the first batch was 

grown under a SnCl4 flow fraction of 2.9 x 10-3.  This value was two orders of magnitude above 

that which has been reported in the growth of high quality GeSn [240].  Therefore, a series of 

growths were performed to reduce the SnCl4 gas supply fraction.  These growths were done 

using the same temperature, pressure, and time.   The precursor and carrier gas flow rates were 

adjusted to reduce the SnCl4 partial pressure.  In this process, the gas supply fractions were 

calculated for each step and SnCl4 precursor flow was reduced to the lowest level that could be 

achieved under the system configuration. The precursor supply ratios are given in Table 2. 

It is seen in Table 2, that the SnCl4 gas supply ratio was reduced by an order of 

magnitude from the starting condition to the clear surface state.  The initial growth condition 

showed Sn surface segregation and, by SnCl4 reduction, resulted in the elimination of surface Sn 

and gave clear films.  The largest disadvantage of the Sn supply reduction was that the Ge supply 

was also reduced from 25% to 7% of the gas mixture resulting in thinner films.  Visual images of 

the samples are shown in Figure 4-6. 
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Table 2: SnCl4 Gas Supply Ratios for growth optimization 

 Initial state Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 

SnCl4 gas supply ratio 2.9x 10-3 1.4 x 10-3 4.5 x 10-4 2.3 x 10-4 

 
Figure 4-6:  Images of the sample surface after each Sn reduction test. a) Initial state, b) Test 1, 

c) Test 2, and d) Test 3. 

Directly imaging the sample surface shown in Figure 4-7 gave evidence of successful Sn 

reduction.  Pieces were taken of initial state, Test 1, and Test 2, for other measurements before 
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imaging was accomplished.  It can be seen in the initial state and Test 1 that the wafer surface 

was still cloudy with surface Sn segregation.  However, by Test 2 the wafer center was clear with 

only the outer edge being cloudy with surface Sn.  Test 3 showed mirror-like sample surface 

across the full wafer.  This showed that there is a window which the upper limit on SnCl4 flow 

fraction from Test 2 was 4.5 x 10-4.  Test 3 showed clearer sample surface so the upper limit 

SnCl4 flow fraction was just set to show where the surface Sn was removed, and the wafer 

surface began to clear.  This did not verify that all the Sn was removed from the surface.  As 

stated before, Test 3 reduced the SnCl4 flow fraction to the lowest possible level using current 

precursor control methods.  To further reduce the SnCl4 flow fraction another method will need 

to be adopted that can adjust the precursor flows to acceptable levels.  One method to accomplish 

this will be discussed in a later chapter.  To further gauge improvement of optical quality, PL on 

the samples was completed and shown in Figure 4-7. 

 
Figure 4-7:  PL of the Sn reduction testing. 

 One gauge of material quality can be seen in the PL from each sample of the Sn reduction  

tests shown in Figure 4-7.  The first two tests have PL signal that is similar.  The extra peak seen 

from Test 1 was due to the second laser harmonic from the 1064 nm pumping laser.  Test 2 
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showed increased PL intensity and shifting to increased wavelengths.  This suggests increased 

incorporation with the Sn surface reduction and higher optical quality of the sample.  Test 3 

showed increased PL intensity over that of Test 2 indicating higher optical quality, however, the 

PL peak was shifted back toward shorter wavelengths.  The film thickness from Test 2 was more 

than that of Test 3.  Thinner GeSn film should have increased compressive strain which would 

blue shift the wavelength.  Another contribution to the shifting could have been minor 

compositional changes in the growth.  To check for compositional changes, XRD from the Sn 

reduction testing was completed.  Test 1 was omitted from the XRD measurement shown in 

Figure 4-8 due to the optical properties between the initial state and Test 1 being similar. 

The XRD rocking curves contained in Figure 4-8 show similar peak position for all 

samples regardless of the mass flow fraction of SnCl4 or GeH4.  Since all growths were 

performed at the same growth temperature, this shows that temperature was the dominant 

mechanism that determined Sn incorporation when starting from an initial strain state.  The 

change of XRD peak position was <0.1 degrees suggesting the Sn composition between samples 

varied less than 1% and was most likely attributed to natural process variation in the growth 

chamber.  More intense peaks from Test 2 and Test 4 and the disappearance of the 1% peak 

show better material quality and suggests that the Sn was incorporated into the growing film 

instead of agglomerating on the surface.  Improvement in the growth conditions allowing for 

high-quality growth set the stage for continued GeSn growth to further increase the Sn 

incorporation. 

More evidence of the effect of reducing the SnCl4 overpressure can be seen in the surface 

of the grown samples. It was shown previously that SnCl4 overpressure created droplets on the 

surface.  Visually, as the SnCl4 flow fraction reduced the cloudiness of the sample surface 
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cleared up and sample optical quality improved.  A more in-depth look at the sample surface was 

accomplished using a scanning electron microscope (SEM).  Figure 4-9 shows the SEM imaging 

of the sample surface of selected samples with different levels of cloudiness. 

 

Figure 4-8: XRD rocking curves of the Sn reduction tests. Vertical dashed lines are used for ease 

of the eye to align the peak position. The GeSn peak angle is noted next to the curve.  
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Figure 4-9:  SEM imaging of selected sample surfaces: a) cloudy surface from the initial state, b) 

hazy surface Test 1, and c) clear surface from Test 3. 

In Figure 4-9a), it is shown that the droplet size was large ‒ up to 3 µm in diameter.  

Another interesting feature of the surface in Figure 4-9a) was that the surface appeared to have 

pits in the surface where Sn droplets look to have been.  It is thought that the agglomeration of 

surface Sn attracted neighboring Sn forming the large clumps on the surface and leaving behind 

the pits.  The hazy surface shown in Figure 4-9b) shows an accumulation of Sn droplets on the 

surface much like the surface from the initial state.  However, the size of the droplet decreased to 

< 1 µm for the largest of droplets.  It can also be seen in this figure that the pits left over were 

also reduced in size, supporting that the pit was left behind after Sn agglomerated on the sample 

surface.  Figure 4-9c) shows a clear surface with only a single droplet in the image.  From the 

image, it appears as the droplet has moved. This effect has been seen with GeSn and other 

materials that form droplets; Bi droplets are just one example.   While the clear surface appeared 

to be almost free of droplets, it is fully anticipated that the droplets only continued to reduce in 

size and a more sensitive tool would be needed to measure them, such as atomic force 

microscopy (AFM).  Improvement in growth conditions and a greater understanding of the 

precursor ratios required  for high-quality growth set the stage for continued GeSn growth to 

further increase the Sn incorporation. 
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4.5 UHV-CVD Growth of GeSn up to 10% Sn 

Upon optimizing the growth conditions, further growth temperature decreases were 

accomplished to further push the incorporation of Sn. Having already set the SnCl4 dilution to 

the lowest possible level using the current system, reduction of the growth temperature resulted 

in the reduction the amount of GeH4 decomposition and led to Sn forming back on the surface as 

shown in Figure 4-10. 

 
Figure 4-10:  Images of the sample surfaces for the second batch of samples. a) 270 °C, b) 260 

°C, and c) 250 °C.  

It can be seen in Figure 4-10 that reduction of the growth temperature gradually increased 

the surface Sn, suggesting all SnCl4 was decomposed already with GeH4 being the limiting 

factor.  The inability to further decrease SnCl4 molar flow fraction limited the amount of 

temperature decrease to only 250 °C as further decreases would have driven growth back into the 

SnCl4 overpressure regime.  The grown films were further investigated for their optical quality 

using PL shown in Figure 4-11. 

The decrease in growth temperature allows for extension of the PL wavelength.  The PL 

shown Figure 4-11 continued to increase from 1924 nm grown at 270 °C to 2072 nm grown at 

250 °C.  The estimated Sn composition for 270 °C was ~8% Sn; further extension of the 
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wavelength suggests increased amounts of Sn incorporation between 9 and 10% Sn.  The spectra 

were normalized due to lower signal intensity from the 250 °C growth as the surface 

agglomeration of surface Sn increased.  Further confirmation of increased Sn incorporation is 

shown in Figure 4-12. 

 
Figure 4-11: Normalized PL spectra from second batch of GeSn Growth. 

 
Figure 4-12:  XRD rocking curves from the second batch of GeSn growth. 

The increased incorporation of Sn is evidenced by the shifting of the XRD rocking curve 

peaks shown in Figure 4-12 to lower degrees.  Once the 1% peak returned to the XRD spectra 
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the spectra linewidth increased with FWHM of 0.173°, 0.155°, and 0.242° for 270, 260, and 250 

°C growths, respectively.  It is also seen that with reduction in growth temperature the XRD peak 

shifted to lower angle supporting the extension of PL wavelength was due to Sn incorporation.  It 

is also noted that the return of the peak near 1% Sn occurred with reduction in growth 

temperature as more Sn droplets covered the surface.  This was evidence of the decreased 

breakdown of GeH4 pushing out the limits the GeHx/SnClx incorporable species ratios.  Again, 

this was expected due to the limitation of decreasing the SnCl4 flow fraction.   

4.6 Comparisons to Commercially Grown Material 

One final metric used to estimate the quality of grown films was to compare those films 

to commercial films of similar structure and composition. For these comparisons un-doped bulk 

GeSn thin films were used.  These were supplied by ASM America (Phoenix, AZ 

www.asm.com) and the results have been previously published [214].  Comparison of the XRD 

from ASM America and in-house grown (UAF, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville) (annotated 

ASM and UAF, respectively) samples are shown in Figure 4-13.   

 
Figure 4-13:  XRD rocking curves spectra comparing growth in this work to commercial 

material.  
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The XRD rocking curves, shown in Figure 4-13, indicate similar material composition as 

the GeSn peaks for each sample almost align.  The narrower FWHM of the Ge buffer in the 

commercial sample, 0.080° vs 0.95°, suggests better buffer layers.  This was expected as growth 

in this work did not use post growth annealing.  However, the GeSn peak was more intense and 

had near the same FWHM as the commercial sample, 0.153° vs 0.173°.  This suggested that the 

material quality of the UAF was getting close to that of the commercial sample.  

The comparison was also extended to PL to determine how the optical quality compared 

to the commercial sample. By using this comparison to a growth method that produces device 

quality material, the quality of this work can be gauged.  For the first batch of growths, the 

comparison could not have been made as different pump and detector combinations made up the 

PL characterization and did not display good enough quality for room temperature PL using the 

same pump source used for the commercial samples.   After growth condition improvements, 

room temperature PL was accomplished on the 260 °C grown sample using the normal 1064 nm 

and 523 nm laser used for the commercial sample measurements as shown in Figure 4-14. 

 
Figure 4-14:  Room temperature PL of 260 °C growth under the improved growth conditions 

using the 1064 nm pulsed and 532 nm continuous wave pump lasers.  
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Signal strength using the 532 nm laser was more than 10 times less than that of PL signal 

using the 1064 nm laser, but this was due to the much higher photon injection (3 orders of 

magnitude) of the 1064 nm pumping laser.  Having improved material quality to the point that it 

could be measured using the 532 nm laser gave a basis to use the same measurement conditions 

to proceed with the comparison.  The temperature dependence of both the commercial and grown 

sample are shown in Figure 4-15.  

 

 
Figure 4-15:  Temperature dependent PL of the a) commercial and b) grown sample. 

The temperature dependent PL of the commercial sample in Figure 4-15a) shows a single 
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peak throughout all temperature ranges.  However, the grown sample in Figure 4-15b) shows a 

multipeak spectra with a short wavelength peak showing up at higher temperatures and a long 

wavelength peak showing up at low temperatures.  The single peak spectra in Figure 4-15a) 

emitted at a longer wavelength at room temperature indicating a bit more Sn incorporation which 

corroborates the extra shift seen in the x-ray diffraction.  The Γ and L valleys may be close 

enough that there could be competition between the direct and indirect bandgaps.   

However, with the multipeak spectra in Figure 4-15b), the Sn composition seen in the x-

ray diffraction was less than that of the commercial sample thus suggesting it should be in-direct 

in nature.  This was suggested by the temperature dependent PL seen for the short wavelength 

peak which increased with increasing temperature.   

The long wavelength peak on the other hand decreased with increasing temperature.  

Since the spectra shifted with temperature, it suggested that the spectra were not defect related.  

Thus, it could be possible that another compositional layer could have possibly been present.  

This could be an indication of spontaneous relaxation enhancement shown for the GeSn material 

[174, 221].   If this did occur, the long wavelength peak could have been from a layer that had 

12% Sn and thus be direct bandgap.  This would be consistent with the PL measured, however, 

the sample would require more investigation to be certain.   

4.7 GeSn Photoconductors 

GeSn photoconductors were fabricated using the grown samples from the first batch of 

GeSn on Ge buffered Si growth.  These devices were more to set a baseline for material growth 

than for high quality devices.  Both coplanar and interdigitated photoconductors were fabricated 

and shown in Figures 4-16 and 4-17. 

The spectral analysis of both sets of devices showed no real extension of the wavelength 
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with reduced growth temperature.  This corroborates the 1% bulk layer suggested with the x-ray 

diffraction and TEM.   All fabricated devices showed linear I-V curves.  The interdigitated 

structures demonstrated higher photo response and lower resistance than the coplanar devices.  

These results were anticipated with these types of structures.   

 
Figure 4-16:  a) Spectral analysis and b) I-V curves for co-planar GeSn photoconductors 

fabricated from the first batch of samples.  

 
Figure 4-17: a) Spectral analysis and b) I-V curves for 12-24 Interdigitated photoconductors 

fabricated from the first batch of samples.  

One sample after growth optimization was also fabricated into interdigitated   

photoconductors.  The 8.5% sample had the detectivity (D*) calculated and plotted again the best 
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commercial GeSn currently available as well as the state-of-the-art detectors in Figure 4-18. 

 
Figure 4-18: Photoconductor detectivity from optimized growth plotted again best GeSn and 

state of the art detectors.  

In Figure 4-18, it is shown that for the grown sample which displayed PL in Figure 4-14, 

the detectivity was 2.5 x108.  This was two orders of magnitude below the detectivity of the E-

InGaAs and 11% GeSn photodetector.  This was due to the sample being indirect bandgap and  

showed there was still room for material improvement. However, this result was comparable to 

detectivity from earlier work using the commercially grown materials [241].  This result showed 

growth in this research was on the right direction to catch up to the commercially grown 

material. 

4.8 Discussion on Growth Technology and Precursors 

The growth of GeSn has been accomplished in a variety of ways but mainly using MBE 

and CVD processes.  High quality optical devices such as optically pumped lasers have been 

demonstrated using CVD growth processes.  One possibility why MBE has yet to produce high 
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optical quality devices is that the low growth temperatures needed for MBE growth may limit the 

surface mobility of the Ge and Sn ad-atoms, thus reducing the optical quality of the material.  

The use of surfactants, typical for Group IV growth such as arsenic or antimony, could enhance 

the mobility of the surface adatoms and improve the overall material quality.  

It’s the conventional wisdom of the growth community that Ge2H6 is a better Ge 

precursor for GeSn growth because it has a lower decomposition temperature.  This is evident in 

that the majority of GeSn growth by the CVD technique uses Ge2H6.  However, there are some 

issues with this conventional wisdom: i) the group at ASU formulated higher order Ge 

precursors, Ge3H8 and Ge4H10, and they saw no increase in the optical quality of their materials, 

which could be attributed to the instability of SnD4 under normal growth temperatures [141], ii) 

it has been seen that regardless of the Ge precursor used the Sn% limit is near 15% unless 

spontaneous relaxation enhanced epitaxy occurs, suggesting a reaction limit on the growth, and 

iii) growth with GeH4 has currently produced the highest Sn composition optical quality films 

(22% Sn) and highest temperature lasers to date (270 K) [242].   

This inconsistency with the conventional wisdom begs to ask if higher order Ge  

precursors are the correct path or does first order Ge precursor have an advantage.  There have 

been no studies on this question and it is beyond the scope of this dissertation, however, some 

interesting observations can be made.  The SnD4 precursor requires dry ice conditions to be 

stored.  This suggests that under growth temperatures < 450 °C, the SnD4 molecule may shed all 

the deuterium leaving behind only the Sn adatoms on the surface.  This in effect would make it 

similar to the MBE growth.  For the Ge precursors, the growth temperature is shown to be high 

enough to break hydrogen loose from the molecule, thus growth is possible using GeH4.  It is 

believed that when GeH4 loses a hydrogen atom, the GeH3 radical attaches to a hydrogen at the 
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surface then displaces the surface hydrogen to incorporate.  Using this same thought process, 

when Ge2H6 decomposes, there are two GeH3 radicals to begin with.  If they lose a hydrogen 

atom, they will become GeH2 and have two open bonding points.  The GeH3 radical should have 

more surface mobility than that of the GeH2 radical due to the lower number of open bonding 

points.  Only GeH4, under the condition that thermal energy causes one hydrogen atom to break 

away from the molecule, produces only GeH3 radicals for incorporation.   

4.9 Summary 

This chapter has discussed the method pursued to grow high quality GeSn on Ge buffered 

Si.  The study started in a growth regime in which SnCl4 overpressure dominated the overall 

growth of the GeSn material.  The detrimental effects of SnCl4 overpressure led to reduction of 

SnCl4 molar flow fraction.  This reduction in SnCl4 molar flow fraction provided better growth 

conditions to allow Sn to incorporate into the growing film with less agglomeration on the 

sample surface.  Optimal growth conditions were achieved for the 270 °C growth temperature, 

producing high quality GeSn with a mirror-like surface.   Further temperature reduction below 

270 °C resulted in increasing surface Sn with decreasing GeH4 breakdown.  GeSn 

photoconductors were fabricated from the in-house grown materials.  The complete process from 

growth to fabrication was achieved within this research group.  Lastly, the question was asked if 

GeH4 should be the preferred precursor for GeSn CVD growth and an idea presented about why 

the higher order precursors do not perform as well as the GeH4 precursor. 
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Chapter 5 GeSn/GeSn Quantum Wells 

5.1 Direct Bandgap Type I GeSn/GeSn SQW on Ge Buffered Si Substrate 

Recent development of group IV-based GeSn light-emitting devices has opened a new 

avenue for photonic integration on the Si substrate [3, 179, 230, 239–244].  The successful 

demonstration of direct bandgap GeSn light emitting diodes (LEDs), and optically-pumped GeSn 

lasers [171, 175, 176, 215, 234, 235] indicates the great potential of GeSn for Si-based light 

sources.  GeSn LEDs with double heterostructures (DHS) [200, 202, 230, 234, 245–249] and 

quantum wells (QWs) [182, 187, 190, 250–256] have been reported.  It is generally 

acknowledged that the QW structures could be applied to the LEDs and lasers to improve device 

performance.  LEDs based on the Ge/GeSn/Ge QW structure have been demonstrated [190], 

whose detailed analysis suggested that using Ge as a barrier did not provide the desired carrier 

confinement and, thereupon, use of the ternary material SiGeSn as the barrier was proposed, 

since the bandgap energy and lattice constant of SiGeSn alloys can be tuned independently.  The 

SiGeSn/GeSn/SiGeSn QWs were grown and characterized recently [193, 194, 250, 251].  By 

engineering the Si and Sn composition, using SiGeSn as barrier, the carrier confinement in the 

QW was improved compared to those using Ge as a barrier.  Moreover, the band structure 

analysis and characterization results indicated that the direct bandgap well could be achieved by 

using high-Sn GeSn material [250, 251], which is desired for the improvement of the light 

emission efficiency.  However, an in-depth study including detailed band structure calculation 

and optical transition has not been performed on a direct bandgap GeSn QW so far.  

5.1.1 Growth and Material Characterization 

In order to obtain the QW structures that can be practically used in efficient GeSn LED 

and laser devices, the direct bandgap well with type-I band alignment is highly desired.  In this 
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work, a relaxed GeSn layer with 8.5% Sn was utilized as a buffer layer, which could ease the 

strain of the GeSn well layer with Sn composition of 13.7%.  As a result, the direct bandgap well 

was obtained.  In addition, the lower-%-Sn buffer layer also served as a barrier relative to the 

higher-Sn well.  The band structure calculation based on material characterization results 

indicated that the type-I band alignment was achieved.  Furthermore, the clear QW emission was 

observed from the temperature-dependent PL spectra, which significantly increased peak 

intensity at lower temperature confirmed the direct bandgap of the GeSn well.  

The QW sample studied in this work was grown using an industry standard ASM 

Epsilon® 2000-Plus RPCVD system.  The nominal designed QW structure consisted of a 412-

nm-thick Ge0.915Sn0.085 buffer (bottom barrier), a 11-nm-thick Ge0.863Sn0.137 well, and a 47-nm-

thick top Ge0.927Sn0.073 barrier.  The detailed growth method has been described elsewhere [214].  

To assist the analysis of the optical transition properties, two GeSn bulk reference samples, 

Ge0.92Sn0.08 (ref. #1) and Ge0.856Sn0.144 (ref. #2) were grown and characterized under the same 

conditions, aiming to compare with barrier and well, respectively.  Although there is ~0.7% 

difference in Sn composition between the QW and reference samples (which results in a 

difference in bandgap energy), by comparing their temperature-dependent PL behavior in terms 

of peak intensity and relative peak shift, the transition mechanism in the QW can be identified.  

After the growth, the Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS), high-resolution x-ray 

diffraction (HRXRD) 2θ-ω scan and reciprocal space map (RSM) were employed to identify the 

Sn compositions and the degree of strain of each layer, where the bowing parameter of -0.066 

was used [261].  The layer thickness and material quality were examined by cross-sectional 

TEM.   

The HRXRD 2θ-ω scan is shown in Figure 5-1(a).  The black curve is the measured data.   
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The multipeak at ~65o and the shoulder at ~64.2o correspond to GeSn barriers (7.3% and 8.5% 

Sn) and well (13.7% Sn), respectively.  The multiple oscillations are associated with the 

thickness of the multi-layered structure (thickness fringes).  Their presence indicates the high 

quality of the interfaces.  The XRD simulation was conducted to in-depth analyze the QW, 

which is shown as the red curve.  The lattice constant and layer thickness can be determined by 

the simulated 2θ-ω scan curve.  The RSM shown in Figure 5-1(a) inset shows the clear 

superposition of two GeSn layers, which correspond to the strain relaxed Ge0.915Sn0.085 buffer and 

the Ge0.863Sn0.137 well that is psuedomorphic to the relaxed GeSn buffer.  Figure 5-1(b) shows the 

cross-sectional TEM image of the QW sample.  Each layer can be clearly resolved and features 

low defect density.  There were almost no threading dislocations propagating across the QW, 

resulting in high material quality.   

 
Figure 5-1:  (a) HRXRD 2θ-ω scan of QW sample.  The black and red curves are measured data 

and simulation results, respectively.  Inset: The RSM contour plot of the QW structure; (b) TEM 

image of the GeSn/GeSn QW.  The SIMS profile is overlaid with the TEM image to  illustrate the 

Sn composition in every layer. 

The measured thickness of each layer was consistent with the values from simulated 2θ-ω 

scan curve, indicating the precisely controlled material growth process. It is worth noting that 
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according to the SIMS profile and TEM image shown in Figure 5-1(b), a 4.2 nm-thick GeSn 

interlayer with 3.5% Sn was unintentionally grown after the well layer.  The formation 

mechanism of this layer will be discussed in a later section. 

5.1.2 Band Structure Calculation 

The band diagram of the QW sample at 300 K, shown in Figure 5-2, was calculated using 

the measured QW structure data.  The effective mass approximation and the propagation matrix 

approach were used to calculate the electronic band structure and quantized energy levels [193].  

Based on Vegard’s law with the selected bowing parameters bΓ=1.95 and bL=0.68 (valid for 

higher-%-Sn alloy [175, 189]) and considering the strain of -0.95%, the Ge0.863Sn0.137 well is a 

direct bandgap material with the Γ-L valley difference of 24 meV.  Due to quantized energy 

levels in the well, the first energy levels in CB (n1Γ) and VB (n1HH) were calculated as 19 meV 

above the Γ valley minimum and 9 meV below the heavy hole (HH) band maximum, 

respectively [262].  The band offsets for conduction band (CB) and valence band (VB) were 

calculated following the methods discussed in refs. 256 and 258.  The calculation results 

revealed that the type-I band alignment was achieved.  Figure 5-2(a) shows the barrier heights at 

each interface.  In the CB, the barrier height between the GeSn bottom barrier (BB) and the well 

(Δ𝐸𝐶
𝐵𝐵) was calculated as 20 meV.  Due to the existance of the interlayer, which features lower 

Sn% (3.5%) than the top barrier (TB, 7.3%), the barrier height between well and interlayer (Δ𝐸𝐶
𝐼 ) 

is 36 meV.  In the VB, the split of the HH and LH bands is the result of the strain.  The barrier 

heights of Δ𝐸𝑉
𝐵𝐵 and Δ𝐸𝑉

𝐼  are 55 and 116 meV, respectively.    

Since the L valley’s first quantized energy level is only 9 meV above the n1Γ level in the 

CB in the GeSn well, as shown in Figure 5-2(b), at room temperature the electrons at n1Γ could 

be thermally excited to populate the L valley in the GeSn well and then populate the L valleys in 
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the bottom barrier and interlayer.  Additionally, the 20 and 36 meV barrier heights in the Γ valley 

do not provide sufficient electron confinement, leading to possible population of electrons in the 

Γ valley of the bottom barrier and interlayer.  The re-distribution of electrons results in optical 

transitions that could be originated from multiple recombination mechanisms in different layers.  

The possible transitions from the Γ valley to HH and LH are illustrated in Figures 5-2(a) and (b), 

respectively.  On the other hand, the indirect bandgap transitions with phonon assistance could 

occur from the L valley to the VB.  The corresponding transitions are shown in Figures 5-2(c) 

and (d).  The detailed transition mechanism is discussed in the following via the PL 

characterization.  

 
Figure 5-2:  Band diagram calculated based on measured material data, showing the carrier 

confinement and the possible band-to-band optical transitions between (a) Γ-HH; (b) Γ-LH; (c) 

L-HH; and (d) L-LH.  (Unit: meV). 

5.1.3 Photoluminescence Characterization 

The temperature-dependent PL study was performed using the standard off-axis and lock-

in techniques. A 532-nm continuous-wave laser with 500 mW power and 65 µm spot size was 

used as the pumping source.  The emissions were collected using a spectrometer equipped with a 

thermoelectrically cooled PbS detector with cutoff at 3.0 µm.  Figure 5-3(a) shows the 
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temperature-dependent PL spectra which were stacked for clarity.  The multi-peak feature was 

observed at most temperatures.  The Gaussian fitting was used to investigate each peak in terms 

of peak position, full width at half maximum (FWHM), and integrated PL intensity.  

In Figure 5-3(a), a major peak at 2200 nm (0.564 eV, annotated as peak 1) and a small 

peak at 2500 nm (0.496 eV, annotated as peak 2) were observed at 300 K.  As the temperature 

decreased, both peaks shifted toward shorter wavelength.  In addition, a peak located between 

peak 1 and 2 at ~2250 nm (0.551 eV, annotated as peak 3) was observed at temperatures from 

200 to 100 K.  For comparison, the PL spectra (not shown here) of reference samples exhibited a 

clear single peak and peak shift at temperatures from 300 to 10 K.  The temperature-dependent 

peak positions were plotted in Figure 5-3(b).  It can be seen that the position shifts of peak 1 and 

2 followed a similar trend with reference samples, indicating the validity of the Gaussian fitting 

method.  The discrepancy of energies between peak 1, peak 2 and reference samples is mainly 

due to two factors: i) different Sn compositions and strain status ‒ the higher Sn composition and 

lower strain of the reference samples led to their smaller PL peak energies; and, ii) the quantum 

confinement effect resulted in the transition energy between n1Γ and n1HH in QW being larger 

than the direct bandgap energy in bulk. 

The integrated PL intensities for peak 1 and 2 are shown in Figure 5-3(c). The intensity 

of peak 2 increases dramatically at lower temperature, while the intensity of peak 1 shows a 

slight decrease.  Peak 2 was assigned to the QW emission as the emission energy at 300 K is 

consistent with the calculated EQW of 0.495 eV (see Figure 5-2(a)).  The significantly increased 

PL intensity at lower temperature clearly indicated the direct bandgap material feature, which 

agrees well with band structure calculation.  Moreover, the enhanced carrier confinement due to 

reduced thermal energy kBT at lower temperature contributes to the increased PL as well.   
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Figure 5-3:  (a) Temperature-dependent PL spectra of the GeSn QW sample.  The PL peaks were 

annotated by peak 1, 2, and 3, respectively; (b) PL peak positions of peak 1 and 2.  The reference 

samples are plotted for comparison; (c) integrated PL intensities of peak. 

Peak 1 was attributed to emission from the GeSn top barrier and interlayer.  As shown in 

Figure 5-2(b) and (d), the transition energy between the Γ valley and LH in the GeSn top barrier 

of 0.565 eV was close to the energy of peak 1 at 300 K.  However, due to insufficient electron 

confinement in CB at 300 K, other transitions in the GeSn top barrier and interlayer could also 

contribute to PL.  Figure 5-3(c) inset shows the FWHM of peak 1 and 2.  Since the QW emission 

features the narrower line-width, the FWHM of peak 2 was smaller than that of peak 1 at each 

temperature.  The broadened line-width of peak 1 was also due to its consisting of multiple peaks 

with partial overlap.  According to calculation shown in Figure 5-2, the transitions from the Γ 

valley to HH in the GeSn top barrier, and from the Γ valley to LH in the GeSn interlayer could 

have contributed to PL as well.  These transitions could not be further identified due to their 

small energy separation.  Note that since the GeSn interlayer acted as a barrier relative to the 
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GeSn top barrier layer, the major transitions took place in the GeSn top barrier. Therefore, the  

transitions in that layer dominated the PL at 300 K. 

For peak 3, as the temperature decreased, the peak intensity increased, followed by 

decreases as the temperature further decreased.  This peak is possibly attributed to the transition 

from the L valley to LH in the GeSn interlayer, whose energy is 0.546 eV (2271 nm) at 300 K, as 

shown in Figure 5-2(d).  The behavior of peak 3 can be explained as follows: at relative high 

temperature, the direct bandgap transition dominates PL, and thus peak 3 cannot be observed.  

As temperature decreases, the non-radiative recombination rate reduces, resulting in possible 

electron population of the L valley and enhancement of the optical transition.  As the temperature 

further decreased, the dramatically reduced number of thermally excited electrons and phonon-

assisted transition overcompensated the reduced non-radiative recombination, and consequently 

the PL intensity of peak 3 decreased.  The similar phenomenon was also reported elsewhere 

[190].   

Since the penetration depth of the 532-nm laser is only ~20 nm [263], the major 

absorption occurs only in the GeSn top barrier.  To verify the optical transitions in the QW, a 

1550-nm CW laser (penetration depth of ~900 nm) with 500 mW power and 24 µm spot size was 

used as the pumping source.  A very similar PL peak feature was observed.  At each temperature 

below 300 K, the PL intensity ratio of peak 2/peak 1 under 1550-nm laser pumping was higher 

than that under 532-nm laser pumping.  This can be interpreted as follows: the deep penetration 

of 1550-nm laser beam enhances the light absorption in the GeSn bottom barrier.  The photo 

generated carriers would flow into the well region due to the improved carrier confinement at 

lower temperature because reduced thermal energy, kBT, leads to enhanced QW emission. 

5.1.4 Interlayer Formation 
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The formation mechanism of the unintentionally grown Ge0.965Sn0.035 interlayer was 

investigated.  It was found that the Sn incorporation was highly sensitive to the starting growth 

surface [176, 221].  Both the strain and the Sn composition in the starting surface can affect the 

Sn incorporation efficiency.  As a result, when a nominal Ge0.927Sn0.073 layer was grown on QW 

surface, the introduced strain impaired the Sn incorporation, leading to the formation of a 4.2 

nm-thick Ge0.965Sn0.035 interlayer between the GeSn well and top barrier.  To address this issue, 

the compensated Sn incorporation approach, i.e., adjusting the SnCl4 flow to compensate the 

reduced Sn incorporation efficiency, was used to achieve the symmetrical QW structure.  Figure 

5-4(a) and (b) shows the SIMS and calculated band diagram of a 

Ge0.93Sn0.07/Ge0.9Sn0.1/Ge0.93Sn0.07 QW.  

 
Figure 5-4:  (a) SIMS and (b) calculated band diagram of GeSn QW showing the comparison 

between compensated and uncompensated Sn incorporation growth approaches. 

By using a compensated SnCl4 flow, the Sn depletion after well region could be 

minimized.  The change in carrier distribution and QW optical characteristics due to this slight 

variation of Sn composition thereupon could be neglected.  In comparison, a repeat QW structure 

was grown continuously, in which the Sn composition after well growth was uncompensated.  A 

clear Sn composition drop to ~ 4% was observed, leading to the formation of an interlayer, 

which cannot be ignored since it considerably affects the QW properties. 
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5.1.5 Conclusion 

In conclusion, a Ge0.92Sn0.08/Ge0.86Sn0.14/Ge0.92Sn0.08 single QW was analyzed in depth.  

The band structure calculation and systematic PL study indicated that by using a relaxed 

Ge0.92Sn0.08 buffer, this QW structure featured direct bandgap material of the well layer and type-

I band alignment.  At 300 K, the QW emission peak at 2500 nm was observed, and the intensity 

of the peak increased dramatically as temperature decreased to 20 K.  The emissions from the 

GeSn barriers were also obtained and the peaks were partially overlapped due to small energy 

separation.  Moreover, the formation mechanism of the Ge0.965Sn0.035 interlayer was investigated.  

By using the compensated Sn incorporation approach during material growth, the unintentionally 

grown interlayer was mostly eliminated and a symmetrical Ge0.93Sn0.07/ Ge0.9Sn0.1/Ge0.93Sn0.07 

QW structure was achieved. [264] 

5.2 GeSn/GeSn DQW with Increased Sn% in the Buffer 

Silicon-based light sources such as light emitting diodes (LEDs) and lasers have long 

been desired for optoelectronic integrated circuits [111, 261].  The recent development of group 

IV-based GeSn technique has opened a new avenue for photonic integration on the Si substrate 

[3, 178, 229, 239–244].  The successful demonstration of GeSn LEDs and optically-pumped 

lasers using direct bandgap GeSn materials, indicates the great potential of GeSn for Si-based 

light sources [171, 175–177, 200, 230, 234, 261].  In the last few years, GeSn LEDs with double 

heterostructures (DHS) and quantum wells (QWs) have been reported [160, 179, 181, 185, 188, 

189, 200, 202, 230, 234, 246–254, 262].  It is generally acknowledged that applying the QW 

structures to LEDs and lasers could improve their device performance, which motivated the 

investigation of GeSn LEDs based on the Ge/GeSn/Ge QW structure [188].  However, the 

detailed analysis suggested that using Ge as a barrier the QW featured type-II band alignment, 
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and such structure could not provide bandgap directness of QW due to the relative large 

compressive strain of GeSn layer [190].   

To achieve the direct bandgap well with type-I band alignment that can be practically 

used in efficient GeSn LED and laser devices, the relaxation of GeSn well is a critical issue as 

the compressive strain pushes the GeSn bandgap towards indirect [193, 194].  Therefore, the use 

of the GeSn and SiGeSn as the buffer as well as barrier were proposed, which could ease the 

compressive strain of GeSn well [256, 260].  The SiGeSn/GeSn and GeSn/GeSn QWs were 

grown and characterized recently [189, 193, 194, 248, 263].  By appropriately selecting the Si 

and Sn compositions, the SiGeSn and GeSn served as buffer and barrier layers.  However, 

previous study indicated that although direct bandgap well with type-I band alignment was 

achieved, the carrier confinement was still insufficient, which could reduce the QW light 

emission efficiency [264].  Hence, a QW structure featuring stronger carrier confinement is 

highly desirable.   

To improve the carrier confinement, further relaxing the GeSn well to make its bandgap 

exhibit more directness is a viable solution.  In this work, the Ge0.91Sn0.09 buffer layer was 

utilized, which features higher Sn composition compared to previous work [264], and therefore 

could further ease the compressive strain of the GeSn well layer with Sn composition of 15%.  

Note that the 9%-Sn buffer layer could also serve as the barrier relative to the 15%-Sn well.  As a 

result, the direct bandgap well with improved carrier confinement was obtained despite the 

residual compressive strain.  Two GeSn/GeSn double QW samples, with different well 

thicknesses were grown and characterized.  The temperature-dependent PL spectra were obtained 

and analyzed, which indicated that: i) both samples featured improved carrier confinement by 

using higher Sn Ge0.91Sn0.09 buffer, as the temperatures of  barrier emission disappearing were 
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observed at 100 and 150 K, respectively, which were higher than previously reported QW of 

below 70 K [264]; ii) the carrier confinement was further improved with thicker GeSn well 

sample, as evidenced by the temperature of barrier emission disappearing raising to 150 K, and 

the QW emission dominates the PL at lower temperature under 1064-nm pulsed laser pumping 

(barrier emission always dominating PL for thinner well sample and previous QW in ref. 263).  

5.2.1 Experimental Details 

5.2.1.1  Material Growth and Characterizations 

Two QW samples (annotated as A and B) studied in this work were grown using an 

industry standard RPCVD system.  Low-cost commercially available SiH4, GeH4, and SnCl4 

were used as Si, Ge, and Sn precursors, respectively.  The schematic drawing of designed GeSn 

QW structures are shown in Figure. 5-5. 

 

Figure 5-5: Cross section (not to scale) of GeSn QW: (a) sample A and (b) sample B. 

The 700-nm-thick Ge buffer layer was grown prior to QW growth by a two-step growth 

method.  The nominal designed QW structures consisted of the following from the bottom to top: 

i) 600-nm-thick Ge0.91Sn0.09 buffer for both samples A and B; ii) two Ge0.85Sn0.15 wells (5- and 

20-nm-thick for samples A and B, respectively) separated by a 2-nm-thick Ge0.91Sn0.09 barrier; 
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and, iii) the Ge cap layer (17- and 7-nm-thick for samples A and B, respectively).  The detailed 

growth method has been described elsewhere [214]. 

After the growth, the SIMS, HRXRD 2θ-ω scan, and RSM were employed to identify and 

cross check the Sn compositions and the degree of strain of each layer.  The bowing parameter of 

-0.066 was used for lattice constant.  The layer thickness and material quality were examined by 

cross-sectional TEM. 

5.2.1.2 Band Structure Calculation 

The band diagrams of the QW samples at 300 K were calculated using the measured QW 

structure data.  The bowing parameters bΓ=1.95 and bL=0.68 were selected to determine the 

direct and indirect bandgap energies based on Vegard’s law, which are valid for the high-Sn 

material.  The effective mass approximation and the propagation matrix approach were used to 

calculate the electronic band structure and quantized energy levels.  The band offsets for 

conduction band (CB) and valence band (VB) were calculated following the methods discussed 

in refs. 256 and 258. 

5.2.1.3 Photoluminescence Study 

The temperature-dependent PL measurements were performed using standard off-axis 

configuration with lock-in technique (optically chopped at 377 Hz).  The emissions were 

collected using a spectrometer equipped with a thermoelectrically cooled PbS detector with 

cutoff at 3.0 µm.  To pinpoint the optical transitions in QW, three lasers offering various 

excitation conditions in terms of laser energy and beam penetration depth were utilized in this 

work: a 532-nm continuous wave (CW) laser, a 1550-nm CW laser, and a 1064-nm pulsed laser 

(pulse width of 5 ns and repetition rate of 45 kHz).  The detailed parameters of pumping lasers 

are summarized in Table 3. 
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Table 3:  Parameters of pumping lasers. 

Laser wavelength 

(nm) 

Laser spot 

diameter (µm) 

Averaged power 

density (kW/cm2) 

Photon injection density 

(Photon number/s/cm2) 

Penetration depth in 

GeSn (nm) 

532 65 15 4.1×1019  21 ± 2 

1064 52 6* 3.5×1022 418 ± 21 

1550 24 160 1.2×1021 916 ± 46 

* For 1064 nm pulsed laser, the peak power density is 2.7×104 kW/cm2. 

5.2.2 Results and Discussion 

5.2.2.1 Material Characterization 

Material characterization was performed to fully understand the QW structure to produce 

simulations that correctly modeled the samples.  The SIMS profiles are shown in Figure 5-6. 

 
Figure 5-6:  SIMS profiles of a) sample A and b) sample B. 

Figure 5-6(a) and (b) show the SIMS plots of samples A and B, respectively.  It can be 

seen that the Sn composition in each layer was uniform.  Although the transition at each interface 

was not very abrupt, the GeSn buffer, well, barrier and Ge cap regions can be clearly resolved.  

The measured Sn compositions agree well with the design, indicating the precisely controlled 

material growth process.  Further confirmation of the sample structures came from XRD 
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measurements shown in Figures 5-7 and 5-8. 

 
Figure 5-7: High-resolution XRD rocking curves with corresponding sample structure simulation 

for a) Sample A and b) Sample B. 

 
Figure 5-8:  XRD-RSM measurements of a) Sample A and b) sample B. 

The HRXRD 2θ-ω scans are shown in Figures 5-7(a) and (b) for samples A and B, 

respectively.  The black and red curves are the measured data and simulation results.  In Figure 

5-7(a), the peak at ~66o indicates the Ge buffer.  A small shoulder located at ~66.5º is associated 

with the tensile strained Ge cap.  The peaks at ~65.0o and ~64.2o correspond to GeSn 

buffer/barrier (measured as 8.8% Sn) and well (measured as 14.7% Sn), respectively.  The 

multiple oscillations are associated with the thickness of the multi-layered structure (thickness 
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fringes).  Their presence indicates the high quality of the layer interfaces.  The XRD 2θ-ω 

simulation was conducted to further analyze the QW, by which the lattice constant and layer 

thickness can be determined.  The RSM shown in Figure 5-7(a) clearly shows three regions.  The 

bottom region corresponds to the superposition of Ge buffer and cap layers.  The region above 

the Ge indicates the contour plot of the almost relaxed Ge0.91Sn0.09 buffer/barrier with the 

residual compressive strain of 0.15%.  The top region is the Ge0.85Sn0.15 well that was 

pseudomorphic to the relaxed Ge0.91Sn0.09 buffer. Figure 5-7(b) shows the XRD results of sample 

B.  The similar 2θ-ω scan and RSM plot were obtained except the following: i) since the 

measured Sn compositions in GeSn buffer/barrier (9.4%) and well (15.3%) of sample B were 

higher than those of sample A, the GeSn peaks in 2θ-ω scan exhibited at ~64.8o and 63.9o, 

shifted toward lower angles as expected; ii) due to the thicker well of sample B (close to the 

critical thickness), the layer was partially relaxed, as shown in Fig. 5-8(b).  Figure 5-9(a) and (b) 

show the cross-sectional TEM images of the QW samples.  

 
Figure 5-9:  TEM imaging of a) Sample A and b) Sample B.  The layer thicknesses are labeled 

for the specific layer.  

For both samples, each layer could be clearly resolved.  The smooth cross section profile 

indicated the very low defect density.  Particularly, for sample B, even though the Ge0.85Sn0.15 well 
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layers featured partial relaxation, there were almost no threading dislocations propagating across 

the QW, resulting in high material quality.  The measured thickness of each layer from TEM 

images was consistent with the value that was extracted from the simulated XRD 2θ-ω scan curve.  

On the other hand, compared to the design, the thicknesses of GeSn wells and barriers, and Ge 

caps showed very close values for both samples A and B.  Such small thickness variation would 

not affect the QW characteristics in this work.  Material characterization results are summarized 

in Table 4. 

Table 4: Summary of GeSn/GeSn DQW sample information 

Sample Layer structure 
Sn (%) Thickness (nm) 

Strain (%) 
Designed Measured Designed Measured 

A 

Ge cap (top barrier) 0 0 17.0 17.0 0.9 

GeSn well 15 14.7 5.0 6.5 -1.05* 

GeSn barrier 10 8.8 2.0 1.5 -0.26* 

GeSn well 15 14.7 5.0 6.0 -1.05* 

GeSn buffer (bottom 

barrier) 
10 8.8 600 600 -0.14* 

Ge buffer 0 0 700 700 0.2 

B 

Ge cap (top barrier) 0 0 7.0 7.0 1.15 

GeSn well 15 15.3 20.0 19.0 -0.91* 

GeSn barrier 10 9.4 2.0 2.0 -0.11* 

GeSn well 15 15.3 20.0 19.0 -0.91* 

GeSn buffer (bottom 

barrier) 
10 9.4 600 600 -0.11* 

Ge buffer 0 0 700 700 0.21 

* Negative value indicates compressive strain. 

5.2.3 Band Structure and Optical Transition Analysis 

The band diagram of the QW samples at 300 K were calculated using the measured QW 

structure data shown in Table 3.  Figure 5-10(a)-(d) illustrates the band structures at CB and VB 

and possible optical transitions of sample A.  Using selected bowing parameters and considering 
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the compressive strain of 1.05%, the direct bandgap Ge0.853Sn0.147 well was obtained with the 

energy difference between Γ-L valley of 26 meV.  Due to quantized energy levels in the well, the 

first energy levels in CB (n1Γ) and VB (n1HH) were calculated as 24 meV above the Γ valley 

minimum and 15 meV below the heavy hole (HH) band maximum, respectively.  Figure 5-10 

shows the barrier heights at each layer interface, which revealed that the type-I band alignment 

was achieved.   

 

 
Figure 5-10:  Top: for sample A.  Band diagram calculated based on measured material data, 

showing the carrier confinement and the possible band-to-band optical transitions between (a) Γ-

HH; (b) Γ-LH; (c) L-HH; and (d) L-LH.  (Unit: meV).  Bottom: for sample B.  (e)-(h) The 

similar band diagram and optical transition calculations. 

In Figure 5-10(a), in the CB, the barrier height between GeSn barriers (including bottom 

barrier and inter-barrier) and GeSn well was calculated as 17 meV; while the barrier height at 
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GeSn well/Ge top barrier interface was 93 meV.  In the VB, the residual strain results in the split 

of HH and light hole (LH) bands.  The barrier heights at GeSn barrier/GeSn well and GeSn 

well/Ge barrier interfaces were 54 and 160 meV, respectively.  In Figure 5-10(d), the barrier 

heights between GeSn barrier and GeSn well at L-valley and LH band were less than 5 meV; 

while at the GeSn well/Ge barrier interface, the barrier heights were calculated as 33 and 49 meV 

at L-valley and LH band, respectively.  

Since the 17 meV (0.66 kBT) barrier height between GeSn barriers and GeSn well in the Γ 

valley does not provide surfficient electron confinement, the electrons at n1Γ could gain thermal 

energy and populate the Γ valleys in the GeSn barrier layers at room temperature.  In addition, 

the first quantized energy level in L valley was only a few meV above n1Γ in GeSn well, the 

electrons could also be thermally excited to populate the L valley, followed by populating the L 

valleys in the GeSn barriers due to weak carrier confinement.  The re-distributed electrons 

leading to the recombinations could occur between different energy bands (including L valley to 

VB with phonon assistance) in multiple layers, resulting in the optical transitions being 

originated from multiple recombination mechanisms. Figure 5-10 (a)-(d) illustrate the possible 

transitions. 

Figure 5-10(e)-(h) illustrate the band structures and possible optical transitions of sample 

B.  The energy separation between Γ-L valley of direct bandgap Ge0.847Sn0.153 well was 

calculated as 52 meV, which was higher than that of sample A due to the higher Sn composition.  

It is worth noting that the Ge0.906Sn0.094 barrier also featured direct bandgap, as the Γ valley was 

19 meV below the L valley.  In Figure 5-10(e), in the CB, the barrier heights at GeSn 

barrier/GeSn well and GeSn well/Ge barrier interfaces were calculated as 35 and 99 meV in Γ 

valley, respectively; while in the VB the barrier heights are 54 and 166 meV at HH band, 
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respectively.  The improved electron confinement in Γ valley and HH band compard to sample A 

was mainly due to the higher Sn composition and thicker GeSn well layer of sample B.  The 

barrier heights in L valley and LH band were less than 5 meV between GeSn barriers and well, 

as shown in Figure 5-10(f) and (g). 

Although the improved barrier height between GeSn barriers and GeSn well in the Γ 

valley was 35 meV (1.35 kBT) at room temperature, some electrons at n1Γ could be thermally 

excited to populate the Γ valley in the GeSn barrier layers, leading to the multiple recombination 

mechanisms.  Moreover, since there was almost no carrier confinement in the L valley and LH 

band between GeSn barrier and well, the carriers could flow from one to the other, resulting in 

the phonon assisted optical transitions that could occur in both layers.  The detailed transition 

mechanism is discussed in the following section via the PL spectra analysis.  

5.2.4 Photoluminescence Spectra Analysis 

To adequately determine if the wells were direct band gap, PL spectra analysis was done 

on both samples A and B (Figures 5-11 and 5-12).  Each peak of the associated spectra was fit 

using Gaussian fitting and the integrated intensity was plotted in Figure 5-13.  Figure 5-11(a) 

shows the normalized temperature-dependent PL spectra of sample A using a 532-nm CW laser. 

The spectra were stacked for clarity.  At 300 K, a major higher energy peak at 2220 nm (0.558 

eV) and a small lower energy shoulder at 2560 nm (0.484 eV) were observed.  As the 

temperature decreased, both peaks shifted toward shorter wavelength.  For the higher energy 

peak, the peak intensity decreased as the temperature decreased.  At temperatures below 100 K, 

the higher energy peak almost disappeared; while for the lower energy peak, the intensity 

increased significantly as the temperature decreased.  This lower energy peak was assigned to the 

QW emission as the emission energy of 0.484 eV at 300 K was consistent with the calculated 
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value of 0.486 eV shown in Fig. 5-10(a).   

 
Figure 5-11: Temperature dependent PL of sample A using multiple pumping sources. a) 532 

nm, b) 1550 nm, and c) 1064 nm. 

At 10 K, the integrated PL intensity was over 100 times higher than that at 300 K, as 

shown in Fig. 5-13(a).  The significantly increased PL intensity at lower temperature clearly 

indicated the direct bandgap material nature, matching well with band structure calculation.  The 

higher energy peak was mainly attributed to Γ-HH transitions at GeSn barriers since the 

transition energy (0.558 eV) was very close to calculated one (0.557 eV).  However, due to the 

thermally re-distributed carriers, the Γ-LH (0.565 eV) and L-HH (0.555 eV) transitions at GeSn 

barriers, and L-LH transition (0.568 eV) at Ge barrier could also have contributed to the PL, i.e., 

the higher energy peak might consist of multiple peaks with partial overlap.  These peaks could 

not be further identified due to their small energy separation.  Note that at 300 K the multi-peak 

   

Figure 3. Temperature-dependent PL spectra of the sample A using (a) 532-nm CW laser; (b) 1550-nm CW laser; 

and (c) 1064-nm pulse laser.  The multi-peak feature at ~2700 nm is due to CO2 absorption. 
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feature at ~2700 nm was due to the CO2 absorption peak, which disappeared at lower 

temperature due to peak blue-shift.  Such peak does not affect the PL spctra analysis.   

It is worth noting that previous QW study of this research group showed that the GeSn 

barrier emission almost disappeared below 70 K [263]; while in this work, under the same 

pumping condition, the temperature at which barrier emission disappeared increased to 100 K.  

This revealed that by using higher Sn buffer, the significant reduction of thermally activated 

carriers occurs at higher temperature compared to previous QW results, indicating the improved 

carrier confinement.   

Since the penetration depth of the 532-nm laser was only ~21 nm, the major absorption 

occurred only in the Ge top barrier and the QW and barrier emission were due to the carrier 

redistribution.  To further analyze the optical transitions, a 1550-nm CW laser and a 1064-nm 

pulsed laser were used as pumping sources, which feature more than 400 nm penetration depth 

(see Table I) and, therefore, each layer could be involved in light absorption.  Figure 5-11(b) 

shows the normalized temperature-dependent PL spectra of sample A using a 1550-nm CW 

laser.  At 300 K, the peak feature was unclear due to lower signal‒to‒noise ratio because of 

lower light absorption under 1550-nm pumping than that under 532-nm pumping.  Below 250 K, 

a single peak at each temperature was observed.  The temperature-dependent peak position and 

shift were very similar to the lower energy peak shown in Fig. 5-11(a), indicating that this peak 

was due to the QW emission.  As can be seen in Fig. 5-13(a), the integrated PL intensity 

increased 40 times from 250 to 10 K.  Note that the emission from any other transitions was not 

observed under 1550-nm laser, which can be interpreted as follows: the increased penetration 

depth of 1550-nm laser beam enhanced the light absorption in the GeSn barriers.  At lower 

temperature, the photo generated carriers would flow into the GeSn well region due to the 
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improved carrier confinement because of reduced thermal energy kBT, which minimized the 

emission from barrier and consequently led to enhanced QW emission. 

Figure 5-11(c) shows the normalized temperature-dependent PL spectra of sample A  

using a 1064-nm pulse laser.  At each temperature, two clear peaks were obtained.  The peak 

position and shift as temperature decreased were very close to those under 532-nm laser 

pumping, indicating that the higher and lower energy peaks were attributed to transition from 

barriers and well, respectively.  Note that the peak intensity from barriers was always higher than 

that from well.  This was due to the high injection level (see Table 2) under pulsed pumping by 

the 1064-nm laser and its deep penetration depth; a huge number of photo-generated carriers 

populated the GeSn well, GeSn and Ge barriers simultaneously.  Electron-hole recombination in 

GeSn and Ge barriers could have occurred before the carriers re-distributed to the GeSn well via 

the carrier confinement effect, resulting in the PL spectra consisting of emissions from barriers 

and well with more pronounced contribution from GeSn and Ge barrier layers.  Moreover, in Fig. 

5-13(a) it can be seen that the integrated PL intensity of barriers emission increased 2.2 times as 

the temperature decreased from 300 to 10 K, while the well emission increased 8.6 times.  This 

can be explained as the better carrier confinement at low temperature due to reduced kBT which 

enhanced the QW emission. 

The normalized temperature-dependent PL spectra of sample B using 532-nm CW, 1550-

nm CW, and 1064-nm pulse lasers are shown in Fig. 5-12(a), (b), and (c), respectively.  In Fig. 

5-12(a), at 300 K, two peaks at 2330 nm (0.532 eV) and 2800 nm (0.443 eV) were observed.  As 

temperature decreased, both peaks exhibit blue-shift as expected.  The higher energy peak 

features reduced intensity and disappeared below 150 K; while the lower energy peak showed 

dramatically increased intensity, as the integrated PL intensity at 10 K was over 450 times higher 
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than that at 300 K as shown in Fig. 5-13(b), indicating the direct bandgap material nature.  The 

lower energy peak was assigned to QW emission.  Compared to the calculated value of transition 

energy (0.433 eV), the deviation of 0.01 eV was mainly from the error of Gaussian fitting due to 

the weak peak intensity.  The higher energy peak was mainly attributed to Γ-HH transitions at 

GeSn barrier as the transition energy (0.532 eV) matched well with calculated value of 0.531 eV.  

However, the broadened peak linewidth suggests that other transitions could have contributed to 

the PL as well, including Γ-LH (0.542 eV) and L-HH (0.550 eV) transitions at GeSn barriers, 

and L-LH (0.562 eV) Γ-LH transition (0.547 eV) at Ge barrier.  Note that the temperature of 

barrier emission disappearing of sample B was 150 K, which was higher than that of sample A 

(100 K) and our previously reported QW (70 K, ref. 266).  This implies that: i) by using high Sn 

buffer, both sample A and B features improved carrier confinement compared to previous 

reported QW; ii) compared to sample A, sample B exhibited further improved carrier 

confinement by using thicker GeSn well that further eased the compressive strain.  The 

experimental evidence confirmed the band structure calculation results shown in Figure 5-10.   

Figure 5-12(b) shows the normalized temperature-dependent PL spectra of sample B 

using a 1550-nm CW laser.  The similar single peak feature as sample A was obtained.  Based on 

the peak energy and shift trend, this peak was assigned to QW emission.  The broadened peak 

line-width at 250, 200, and 150 K was mainly due to the partial overlay of emissions from QW 

and defects.  Below 150 K, the dramatically increased intensity of QW peak led to a non-

observable defect peak.  As shown in Figure 5-13(b), the integrated PL intensity increased 150 

times from 250 to 10 K.  

Figure 5-12(c) shows the normalized temperature-dependent PL spectra of sample B 

using a 1064-nm pulse laser.  At 300 K, the intensity of GeSn barrier peak was higher than that 
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of GeSn well.  As temperature decreased, since the GeSn barrier and well were both direct 

bandgap material according to band structure calculation, both peak intensities increased with 

more rapid growth of QW peak than the barrier peak.  Below 100 K, the emission from GeSn 

well was stronger than that from GeSn barriers.  At 10 K, the integrated PL intensities increased 

16 and 3 times for well and barrier, respectively, as shown in Figure 5-13(b).   

 
Figure 5-12:  Temperature dependent PL using multiple laser pumping a) 532 nm, b)1550 nm, 

and c) 1064 nm. 

The strong QW emission can be explained as follows: since the QW structure of sample 

B provided sufficient carrier confinement at lower temperature, most photo-generated carriers 

eventually tended to populate the Γ valleys in GeSn well, resulting in majority emissions from 

band-to-band transitions in the well.  However, due to the high injection level, some electron-

hole pairs could recombine before flowing into the well region, leading to the emissions from Ge 

and GeSn barriers.  

It is worth noting that compared to sample A, the sample B exhibited dramatically 

   

Figure 4. Temperature-dependent PL spectra of the sample B using (a) 532-nm CW laser; (b) 1550-nm CW laser; and (c) 1064-

nm pulse laser.  The feature at ~2700 nm is due to CO2 absorption. 
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enhanced emission from QW, as QW peak dominated the PL below 100 K (for sample A, the 

barrier emission always dominated the PL).  This was mainly due to the thicker GeSn well of 

sample B further relaxing the material and, consequently, lowering the first quantized energy 

level in the well resulting in improved carrier confinement compared to sample A.  

 
Figure 5-13:  Integrated PL intensity of (a) sample A; and (b) sample B. 

5.2.5 Conclusion 

In conclusion, two GeSn/GeSn double QW samples with different well thicknesses were 

grown and analyzed in depth.  By using relaxed GeSn buffer with higher Sn composition, 

improved carrier confinement was achieved, which was revealed by band structure calculation 

and confirmed by temperature-dependent PL spectra.  At 300 K, the QW emission peaks at 2560 

nm and 2800 nm for samples A and B were observed, respectively.  The peak intensity increased 

dramatically as temperature decreased to 10 K, indicating a typical direct bandgap behavior.  The 

transitions from Ge and GeSn barriers were also obtained and the peaks are partially overlapped 

due to small energy separation.  Comparing samples B to A, the higher Sn composition in the 

well and increased well layer thickness lead to more direct bandgap and significantly enhanced 

carrier confinement of sample B.  Particularly at lower temperature, the sufficient carrier 

confinement of sample B resulted in hundreds of times integrated PL intensity increase under 
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CW pump lasers, and in the QW emissions dominating the PL under both CW and pulse pump 

lasers.     

5.3 Summary 

In this chapter GeSn/GeSn QW’s with both SQW and DQW structures were studied.  The 

SQW structure showed direct bandgap and with type-I band alignment.  Increasing the Sn in the 

buffer allowed for more Sn in the well as was shown in the DQW samples.  Samples with a wide 

DQW structure reduced the quantized energy state and increased the carrier confinement.  Using 

this method and the high Sn composition recently demonstrated, the possibilities of obtaining 

QW emitters in the mid-infrared regime have become more realistic. 
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Chapter 6 SiGeSn/GeSn Quantum Wells 

6.1 Introduction 

Group IV light emitters such as light emitting diodes (LEDs) and lasers have long been 

wanted for the development of optoelectronic integrated circuits.   Photonic integration on Si got 

a breath of life with the recent development of group IV-based GeSn growth technique [213, 

229, 264].  Development of the GeSn material system to produce direct bandgap material and 

devices based off of the direct bandgap including GeSn LEDs and optically pumped lasers has 

demonstrated the vast potential for Si-based emitters [170, 175, 177, 205, 230, 234]. Over the 

last few years, GeSn double heterostructures (DHS) [160, 200, 202, 230, 234, 246, 248, 251, 

265] and quantum wells (QWs) [179, 181, 185, 187, 189, 250–254] have been reported.  The 

motivation to demonstrate Ge/GeSn/Ge QW structure is based on the general acknowledgement 

that application of QW structures to LEDs and lasers could improve device performance.  

However, the detailed analysis suggested that using Ge as a barrier did not provide the desired 

carrier confinement due to the relative large lattice mismatch between Ge and GeSn [190].   

Previous studies contained in Chapters 5 showed that the GeSn/GeSn material systems could be 

used to develop direct bandgap type I QW structures that enhance the emission over that of 

traditional bulk films [264].   

The limitations using Ge and relaxed GeSn as barriers promote the use of the ternary 

material SiGeSn as the barrier, due to the ability to independently engineer the bandgap energy 

and lattice constant of the SiGeSn alloys.  The SiGeSn/GeSn/SiGeSn QWs were grown and 

characterized recently [193, 194, 250, 251].  The carrier confinement in the QW was improved 

by using SiGeSn as barrier compared to those using Ge and GeSn by tuning the Si and Sn 

compositions to targeted compositions.  Furthermore, to improve the device performance such as 
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light emission efficiency, the direct bandgap well is necessarily required, which can be achieved 

by using high-Sn GeSn material.   To date, there are no known systematic studies which have 

been performed on direct bandgap type-I band alignment GeSn QW utilizing SiGeSn as a barrier 

layer.   

Control of the compressive strain is critical to the achievement of direct bandgap type-I 

band alignment necessary for efficient GeSn LED and laser devices as the compressive strain 

moves the GeSn bandgap more toward indirect in nature.  The relatively large lattice constant of 

high composition GeSn increases the challenge to keep the compressive strain under control.   In 

this work, a series of SiGeSn/GeSn QW samples were examined including: i) three single 

quantum wells; ii) a double quantum well; and iii) a multiple quantum well with four wells.  

Similar to the GeSn/GeSn quantum wells shown in Chapter 5, these samples were also grown on 

a relaxed Ge0.925Sn0.085 buffer layer to reduce the strain in the well regions.  The single quantum 

well samples were grown with increasing thickness. By increasing the well thickness, the 

quantized energy state was reduced near the bulk band-edge thus extending the wavelength as 

well as increasing the carrier confinement.  The double and multiple quantum well structures are 

based on the thickest single quantum well studied.  Clear QW emissions were seen in the 

temperature-dependent PL spectra of all samples.  Direct bandgap of the GeSn QW was 

confirmed by significantly increased PL intensity at low temperatures and the increased ratio of 

integrated PL intensity at 10 K / 200 K, compared to that of the thinner well sample, indicated 

improved carrier confinement.   

6.1.1 Experimental Details 

6.1.2 Material Growth and Calculations 

A commercial ASM Epsilon 2000‒plus standard RPCVD system was used to grow the 
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QW samples studied in this work.  Low-cost commercially available SiH4, GeH4, and SnCl4 

were used as Si, Ge, and Sn precursors, respectively.  A 700-nm-thick Ge buffer layer was grown 

prior to QW growth by a two-step growth method.  The nominal designed QW structures 

consisted of the following from the bottom to top: i) the 600-nm-thick Ge0.915Sn0.085 buffer for 

samples; ii) the SiGeSn barrier layers; and iii) GeSn wells.  Each sample will be discussed in 

more detail before presenting characterization results.  The detailed growth method has been 

described elsewhere. [214] 

Following growth, the Si and Sn compositions and the degree of strain of each layer   

were ascertained by SIMS, HRXRD 2θ-ω scan, and RSM.  The GeSn lattice bowing parameter 

of -0.066 was used for deriving the Sn composition from the RSM.  The cross sectional TEM 

measurement was employed to validate the layer thickness and material quality. 

6.1.3 Band Structure Calculation 

The band diagrams of the QW samples at 300 K were calculated using the measured QW 

structure data.  The bandedge bowing parameters bΓ=1.95 and bL=0.68 were selected to determine 

the direct and indirect bandgap energies based on Vegard’s law, which are valid for the high-Sn 

material.  The effective mass approximation and the propagation matrix approach were used to 

calculate the electronic band structure and quantized energy levels.  The band offsets for 

conduction band (CB) and valence band (VB) were calculated following the methods discussed in 

refs. 256 and 258. 

6.1.4 Photoluminescence Study 

The temperature-dependent PL measurements were performed using standard off-axis 

configuration with lock-in technique (optically chopped at 377 Hz).  The emissions were 

collected using a grating based spectrometer equipped with a thermoelectrically cooled PbS 
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detector with cutoff at 3.0 µm.  For this initial study, only the 532 nm laser was used with 500 

 mW of pumping power.    

6.2 Single Quantum Wells (SQW) 

A set of three single quantum wells were grown and characterized.  These were grown 

with increasing nominal thickness, (10-, 15-, 20-nm for samples denoted as samples A, B, and C, 

respectively).  The nominal designed QW structures consisted of the following from the bottom 

to top: i) 600-nm-thick Ge0.915Sn0.085 buffer for samples; ii) Si005Ge0.89Sn0.06 barrier layers (60-nm 

in layer thickness; and iii) Ge0.86Sn0.14 wells.  Figure 6-1 shows the designed sample structures 

for the single quantum wells studied. 

 
Figure 6-1:  Sample structures for the single quantum wells. 

6.2.1  Material Characterization 

Material characterization was performed to fully understand the QW structure to produce 

simulations that correctly modeled the samples.  Several characterization techniques were used 

to verify the composition of Sn and Si and strain in each structural layer.  Figures 6-2, 6-3, and 6-

4 show the SIMS profiles for the grown samples.  

The SIMS profiles for samples A and B in Figures 6-2 and 6-3 show the Sn composition 

in each layer was uniform.  The transition was graded and not abrupt however, the buffer, 
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barrier, and well regions could be clearly distinguished.  The compositions of Sn and Si in the 

layers agreed well with the designed sample structures shown in Figure 6-1, implying strictly 

controlled material growth processes. 

 
Figure 6-2: SIMS profile for sample A. 

 
Figure 6-3: SIMS profile for sample B. 
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Figure 6-4: SIMS profile for sample C. 

Samples A and B are seen to been very similar in thickness, however, sample C was 

considerably thicker. Further confirmation of the Sn incorporation and strain of the layers was 

accomplished using HRXRD shown in Figures 6-5, 6-6, and 6-7. 

 
Figure 6-5:  a) HRXRD rocking curve with simulation. b) RSM of sample A. 

The HRXRD 2θ-ω scans are shown in Figures 6-5(a) for sample A.  The black and red 

curves are the measured data and simulation results, respectively.  In Figure 6-5(a), the peak at 
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~66o indicated the Ge buffer.  A small peak located at ~66.5º was associated with the tensile 

strained SiGeSn barrier layers.  The peaks at ~65.0o and ~64.0o corresponded to GeSn buffer 

(measured as 9.4% Sn for the buffer and 15% for the well).  The XRD 2θ-ω simulation was 

conducted to further analyze the QW, by which the lattice constant and layer thickness could be 

determined. 

The RSM shown in Figure 6-5(b) shows the clear four regions.  The bottom region 

corresponded to the Ge buffer layers.  The region above the Ge indicated the contour plot of the 

almost relaxed Ge0.91Sn0.09 buffer with the residual compressive strain of 0.15%.  Directly below 

the GeSn buffer region, the tensile strained SiGeSn barriers, while the top region was the 

Ge0.85Sn0.15 well.  It is shown that both barrier and well were psuedomorphic to the relaxed 

Ge0.91Sn0.09 buffer.   

 
Figure 6-6:  a) HRXRD rocking curve with simulation. b)  RSM of sample B. 

Figure 6-6(a) and (b) shows the XRD results of sample B.  The similar 2θ-ω scan and 

RSM plot were obtained with the only exception being since the measured Sn compositions and 

well (15.2%) of sample B were higher than those of sample A, the GeSn peaks in 2θ-ω scan 

exhibited at 63.9o, shifting toward lower angles as expected. 
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Figure 6-7:  a) HRXRD rocking curve with simulation. B) RSM of sample C. 

Figure 6-7(a) and (b) show the XRD results of sample C.  Similar 2θ-ω scan and RSM 

plot showed that increased Sn in the well for sample C further shifted the well peak to lower 

angles, displaying at 63.8°.  The increased thickness in the well region pushes the critical 

thickness and partial relaxation was shown, Figure 6-7(b).  To investigate the layered structure, 

TEM was performed on sample C, shown in Figure 6-8.  A summary of the characterization 

results is given in Table 5. 

 
Figure 6-8:  TEM image of sample C. 
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Table 5:  Summary of SiGeSn/GeSn SQW sample information 

Sample 
Layer 

structure 

Sn (%)  Si (%)  
Thickness 

(nm) 

 Strain 

(%) 

Designed Measured Designed Measured Designed Measured  

A 

SiGeSn 

barrier 
6 6.4 5 4.2 60 55 0.29 

GeSn 

well 
15 15 0 0 10 11 -0.95* 

SiGeSn 

barrier 
6 6.4 5 4.2 70 67 0.29 

GeSn 

buffer 

(bottom 

barrier) 

8.5 9.3 0 0 600 600 -0.19* 

Ge buffer 0 0 0 0 700 700 0.17 

B 

SiGeSn 

Barrier 
6 6.4 5 5 60 56 0.40 

GeSn 

well 
15 15.2 0 0 15 14 -0.84* 

SiGeSn 

barrier 
6 6.3 5 4.7 70 67 0.31 

GeSn 

buffer 

(bottom 

barrier) 

8.5 9.4 0 0 600 600 -0.09* 

Ge buffer 0 0 0 0 700 700 0.19 

C 

SiGeSn 

barrier 
6 6.4 5 5 60 65 0.22 

GeSn 

well 
15 15.4 0 0 20 22 -1.03* 

SiGeSn 

barrier 
6 6.3 5 4.7 70 86 0.22 

GeSn 

buffer 
8.5 9 0 0 600 600 -0.29* 

Ge buffer 0 0 0 0 700 700 0.17 

* Negative value indicates compressive strain. 

6.2.2 Band Structure and Optical Transition Analysis 

The bandedge diagrams of the QW samples at 300 K were calculated using the measured 

QW structure data shown in Table 5.  Figure 6-9(a)-(d) illustrates the band structures at CB and 
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VB and possible optical transitions of sample A.  Using selected bowing parameters and 

considering the compressive strain of 0.95%, the direct bandgap Ge0.85Sn0.15 well was obtained 

with the energy difference between Γ-L valley of 44 meV.  Due to quantized energy levels in the 

well, the first energy levels in CB (n1Γ) and VB (n1HH) were calculated as 32 meV above the Γ 

valley minimum and 9 meV below the heavy hole (HH) band maximum, respectively.  Figure 6-

9 shows the barrier heights at each layer interface, which revealed that the type-I band alignment 

was achieved.  In Figure 6-9(c), in the CB, the barrier height between SiGeSn barriers (including 

bottom barrier and top-barrier) and GeSn well was calculated as 28 meV to the L valley.  In the 

VB, the residual strain resulted in the split of HH and light hole (LH) bands.  The barrier heights 

at SiGeSn barriers/GeSn well was 81 meV to the light hole band in the tensile strained SiGeSn 

barriers.   

 
Figure 6-9:  Bandedge diagram for sample A. 

Since the L valley’s first quantized energy level was only 12 meV above the n1Γ level in 

the CB in the GeSn well, as shown in Figure 6-9(c), at room temperature the electrons at n1Γ 

could be thermally excited to populate the L valley in the GeSn well and then populate the L 

valleys in the SiGeSn barriers.  The barrier heights of 130 meV of the SiGeSn barriers provided 

sufficient electron confinement therefore limiting the electron population of the Γ valley of the 
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SiGesn barriers.  However, the 28 meV barrier height was still insufficient to fully confine the 

carriers in the well.  The re-distribution of electrons resulted in optical transitions that could have 

originated from multiple recombination mechanisms in different layers.  While not expected, the 

possible transitions from the Γ valley to HH and LH were illustrated in Figures 6-9(a) and (b), 

respectively.  On the other hand, the indirect bandgap transitions with phonon assistance could 

have occurred from the L valley to the VB.  The corresponding transitions were shown in 

Figures 6-9(c) and (d).  The detailed transition mechanism is discussed in the following section 

via the PL characterization.  

Figure 6-10(a)-(d) illustrates the band structures at CB and VB and possible optical 

transitions of sample B.  Using selected bowing parameters and considering the compressive 

strain of 0.84%, the direct bandgap Ge0.848Sn0.152 well was obtained with the energy difference 

between Γ-L valley of 47 meV.  Due to quantized energy levels in the well, the first energy 

levels in CB (n1Γ) and VB (n1HH) were calculated as 24 meV above the Γ valley minimum and 6 

meV below the heavy hole (HH) band maximum, respectively.  Figure 6-10 shows the barrier 

heights at each layer interface, which revealed that the type-I band alignment was achieved.  In 

Figure 6-10 (c), in the CB, the barrier height between SiGeSn barriers (including bottom barrier 

and top-barrier) and GeSn well was calculated as 40 meV to the L valley.  In the VB, the residual 

strain resulted in the split of HH and light hole (LH) bands.  The barrier heights at SiGeSn 

barriers/GeSn well was 75 meV to the light hole band in the tensile strained SiGeSn barriers. 

Since the L valley’s first quantized energy level was 23 meV above the n1Γ level in the 

CB in the GeSn well, as shown in Figure 6-10(c), room temperature electrons at n1Γ possessed 

the thermal energy to excite population of the L valley in the GeSn well.  Thermal electrons had 

26 meV of increased energy, therefore, barrier heights of 40 meV from the L valley in the 
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barriers improved the barrier height from Sample A but did not confine electrons to the well.   

The barrier heights of 164 meV of the SiGeSn barriers provided sufficient electron confinement, 

therefore limiting the electron population of the Γ valley of the SiGeSn barriers.  While not 

expected, the possible transitions from the Γ valley to HH and LH are illustrated in Figures 6-

10(a) and (b), respectively.  On the other hand, the indirect bandgap transitions with phonon 

assistance could occur from the L valley to the VB.  The corresponding transitions are shown in 

Figures 6-10(c) and (d).  The detailed transition mechanism is discussed in the following section 

via the PL characterization.  

 
Figure 6-10:  Bandedge diagram for sample B. 

Figure 6-11(a)-(d) illustrates the band structures at CB and VB and possible optical 

transitions of sample C.  Using selected bowing parameters and considering the compressive 

strain of 1.03%, the direct bandgap Ge0.846Sn0.154 well was obtained with the energy difference 

between Γ-L valley of 44 meV.  Due to quantized energy levels in the well, the first energy 

levels in CB (n1Γ) and VB (n1HH) were calculated as 12 meV above the Γ valley minimum and 3 

meV below the heavy hole (HH) band maximum, respectively.  Figure 6-11 shows the barrier 

heights at each layer interface, which revealed that the type-I band alignment was achieved.  In 
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Figure 6-11 (c), in the CB, the barrier height between SiGeSn barriers (including bottom barrier 

and top-barrier) and GeSn well was calculated as 50 meV to the L valley.  In the VB, the residual 

strain resulted in the split of HH and light hole (LH) bands.  The barrier heights at SiGeSn 

barriers/GeSn well was 103 meV to the light hole band in the tensile strained SiGeSn barriers. 

 
Figure 6-11:  Bandedge diagram for sample C. 

Since the L valley’s first quantized energy level was 32 meV above the n1Γ level in the 

CB in the GeSn well, as shown in Figure 6-10(c), room temperature electrons at n1Γ should not 

possess the thermal energy to excite population of the L valley in the GeSn well.  Thermal 

electrons had 26 meV of increased energy therefore, barrier heights of 50 meV from the L valley 

in the barriers may not have been populated with thermal electrons.   The barrier heights of 172 

meV of the SiGeSn barriers provided sufficient electron confinement, therefore limiting the 

electron population of the Γ valley of the SiGesn barriers.  Successful confinement of electrons 

resulted in optical transitions that originated from the QW layer.  While not expected, the 

possible transitions from the Γ valley to HH and LH are illustrated in Figures 6-10(a) and (b), 

respectively.  The indirect bandgap transitions with phonon assistance was not expected due to 

stronger carrier confinement and greater energy to the L valley from the quantized energy state.  
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The corresponding transitions are shown in Figures 6-10(c) and (d).  The detailed transition 

mechanism is discussed in the following section via the PL characterization.  

6.2.3 Photoluminescence Spectra Analysis 

The temperature-dependent PL study was performed using the standard off-axis and lock-

in techniques. A 532-nm continuous-wave laser with 500 mW power and 65 µm spot size was 

used as the pumping source.  The emissions were collected using a spectrometer equipped with a 

thermoelectrically cooled PbS detector with cutoff at 3.0 µm.  Figure 6-12 shows the 

temperature-dependent PL spectra for all three samples which were stacked for clarity.   

 
Figure 6-12:  Temperature dependent PL spectra for (a) sample A, (b) sample B, and (c) sample 

C.  

The multi-peak feature was observed at some temperatures.  The Gaussian fitting was 

used to investigate each peak in terms of peak position, full width at half maximum (FWHM), 

and integrated PL intensity. However, strong atmospheric absorption occurred in the spectra 

beyond 2.6 µm thus interfering with the emission from the QW.  This interfered with the data 

fitting of the PL spectra.   
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In Figure 6-12, a major peak in each spectrum is shown at ~ 2330 nm (0.532 eV) while 

the atmospheric absorption distorted the longer wavelength peak at 300K.  As the temperature 

was decreased, both peaks shifted toward shorter wavelength.  No additional peaks were seen in 

any spectra, contributing to the evidence that increased confinement of electrons suppressed 

transitions from the barrier layers as was seen in the GeSn/GeSn QWs shown in Chapter 5.   

Also different is that, even at increased temperatures and under atmospheric absorption the peak 

2 continued to exhibit increased PL intensity over that of Peak 1.  It was shown in Chapter 5 that 

the cross-over of peak intensity was 150 K or below.  This suggests that more carriers were 

injected into the well due to stronger electron confinement.  The atmospheric absorption 

plaguing the QW emission made fitting of the spectra difficult.  To fit this part of the spectra, it 

was assumed that the emission contained only one peak as shown at low temperature and stayed 

consistently one peak until encountering atmospheric absorption at 2.6 µm.  Peak positions from 

PL fitting are given in Figure 6-13. 

Using the Varshni fitting formula allowed a means to roughly test the fitting of the PL 

information.  Figure 6-13 shows the fitting for all three samples.  The fitting based peak position 

for sample A agreed well with published data, while that of samples B and C did not agree well 

[220].  Elimination of the last two peak positions for sample C allowed for Varshni fitting that 

had better agreement to that of published literature.  This suggests that the fitting at higher 

temperatures where the atmospheric absorption was detrimental to the obtained PL spectra was 

not accurate.  The fitting parameters for the samples are given in Table 6.  Sample C had the best 

carrier confinement and lowest transition energy thus making it the longest wavelength emitter 

of the three tested samples.  This pushed it more toward the atmospheric absorption region and 

toward the detector cutoff.  These two factors enhance the error in the fitting of PL data at the 
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upper temperature range.   

 
Figure 6-13:  Peak positions of QW samples. Varshni fitting for each sample.  

Table 6:  Varshni fitting parameters derived from fitting PL spectra peaks. 

Sample E0 A B 

Sample A 0.52377 6.78 x 10-4 687 

Sample B 0.51703 2.06 x 10-4 77 

Sample C - Before 0.49018 2.29 x 1013 4.04 x 1019 

Sample C - After 0.49441 6.18 x 10-4 421.07 

 

The integrated intensity and FWHM fitting of the PL spectra are given in Figure 6-14.  

The normalized PL intensity in Figure 6-14a) shows that the integrated PL intensity for all three 

samples was strong at low temperature and reduced as the temperature was increased.  The 

multiplied increase in integrated PL intensity of each sample from high temperature to low 

temperature was 556, 447, and 591 for samples A, B, and C, respectively.   
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Figure 6-14:  Normalized integrated PL intensity and FWHM of the PL spectra. 

The FWHM of the samples in Figure 6-14b) shows all samples possessed narrow line 

widths with samples A and B showing narrower line width than sample C.  Sample C was a 

thicker well than the other samples, A and B, and had more inconsistency in the peak fitting due 

to the atmospheric absorption. This could account for the increased line width at higher 

temperatures.  The temperature dependent PL of the samples show that all three samples were 

direct bandgap QWs as was suggested from the band structure simulation in Figures 6-9, 6-10, 

and 6-11.   

6.2.4 Conclusion 

In conclusion, three SiGeSn/GeSn single QW samples with different well thicknesses 

were grown and analyzed in depth.  By using relaxed GeSn buffer, the direct bandgap well and 

type-I band alignment were achieved, which were revealed by band structure calculation and 

confirmed by temperature-dependent PL spectra.  At 300 K, the QW emission peaks at 2610, 

2750, and 2800 nm for samples A, B, and C were observed, respectively.  The peak intensity 

increased dramatically as temperature decreased to 10 K, indicating typical direct bandgap 

behavior.  Comparing samples C to A and B, the higher Sn composition in the well and increased 
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well layer thickness led to more bandgap directness and significantly enhanced carrier 

confinement of sample C.  While all samples showed considerable carrier confinement, sample C 

posted the strongest carrier confinement and resulted in the largest increase in integrated 

intensity from high temperature to low temperature at 591 times. 

6.3 Double Quantum Wells (DQW) 

In this section we examine a double quantum well sample based on sample C, from 

Section 6.3.  Sample C with its thicker wells and increased Sn% in the well was calculated to 

have the highest carrier confinement and showed the strongest PL from the SQW set.  The 

nominally designed QW structures consisted of the following from the bottom to top: i) the 600-

nm-thick Ge0.915Sn0.085 buffer for samples; ii) the Si005Ge0.89Sn0.06 barrier layers (60-nm in layer 

thickness; and iii) Ge0.85Sn0.15 wells (20 nm in layer thickness).  Figure 6-15 shows the designed 

sample structures for the double quantum well studied. 

 
Figure 6-15: Nominal sample structure for the SiGeSn/GeSn DQW 

6.3.1 Material Characterization 

Material characterization was performed to fully understand the QW structure to produce 

simulations that correctly models the samples.  Several characterization techniques were used to 
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verify the composition of Sn and Si and strain in each structural layer.  Figure 6-16 shows the 

SIMS profiles for the grown sample (annotated as Sample D).   

 
Figure 6-16: SIMS profile of the SiGeSn/GeSn DQW. 

The SIMS profiles for sample D in Figure 6-16 show the Sn composition in each layer 

was uniform.  The transition was graded and not abrupt however, the buffer, barrier, and well 

regions could be clearly distinguished.  The compositions of Sn and Si in the layers agreed well 

with the designed sample structures, implying strictly controlled material growth processes.  

Further confirmation of the Sn incorporation and strain of the QW and buffer layers was 

accomplished using HRXRD shown in Figures 6-17. 

  

Figure 6-17:  HRXRD rocking curve with simulation and RSM of sample D. 
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The HRXRD ω-2θ scans are shown in Figures 6-17(a).  The black and red curves are the 

measured data and simulation results.  In Figure 6-17(a), the peak at ~33o indicated the Ge 

buffer.  A small peak located at ~32.75º was associated with the tensile strained SiGeSn barrier 

layers.  The peaks at ~32.5o and ~31.9o correspond to GeSn buffer (measured as 9% Sn for the 

buffer and 15.5% for the well).  The multiple oscillations were associated with thickness fringes 

of the multi-layered structure suggesting high quality of the layer interfaces.  The XRD ω-2θ 

simulation was conducted to further analyze the QW, by which the lattice constant and layer 

thickness could be determined.  The RSM in Figure 6-17(b) shows the clear four regions.  The 

bottom region corresponded to the Ge buffer layers.  The region above the Ge indicated the 

contour plot of the almost relaxed Ge0.91Sn0.09 buffer with the residual compressive strain of 

0.2%.  Directly below the GeSn buffer region, the tensile strained SiGeSn barriers, while the top 

region was the Ge0.84.5Sn0.15.5 well.  It is shown that both barrier and well were psuedomorphic to 

the relaxed Ge0.91Sn0.09 buffer.  The increased thickness in well region pushed the critical 

thickness and partial relaxation began to be seen, Figure 6-17(b).  To investigate the layered 

structure, cross sectional TEM was done on Sample D, shown in Figure 6-18. 

 
Figure 6-18: TEM image of sample D. 
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The TEM imaging accomplished on sample D shows clearly defined layers near the 

designed thickness, indicating precise control of the growth.  Layer interfaces were smooth, and 

no threading dislocations could be seen in the image, demonstrating high quality material.  This 

was particularly interesting for sample D, due to the Ge0.85Sn0.15.5 well layer featuring partial 

relaxation.  The measured thickness of each layer from TEM images was consistent with the 

value that was extracted from the simulated XRD ω-2θ scan curve.  Material characterization 

results are summarized in Table 7. 

Table 7: Summary of SiGeSn/GeSn DQW sample information 

Sample 
Layer 

structure 

Sn (%)  Si (%)  
Thickness 

(nm) 

 Strain 

(%) 

Designed Measured Designed Measured Designed Measured  

D 

SiGeSn 

barrier 
6 6.2 5 4.6 60 68 0.26 

GeSn 

well 
15 15 0 0 20 23 -1.03* 

SiGeSn 

barrier 
6 6.2 5 4.6 60 74 0.26 

GeSn 

well 
15 15 0 0 20 23 -1.03* 

SiGeSn 

barrier 
6 6.2 5 4.6 100 116 0.26 

GeSn 

buffer 

(bottom 

barrier) 

8.5 9 0 0 600 600 -0.26 

Ge buffer 0 0 0 0 700 700 0.17 

* Negative value indicates compressive strain. 

6.3.2 Band Structure and Optical Transition Analysis 

The bandedge diagrams of the QW samples at 300 K were calculated using the measured 

QW structure data shown in Table 7.  Figure 6-19(a)-(d) illustrates the band structures at CB and 

VB and possible optical transitions of sample D.  Using selected bowing parameters and 
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considering the compressive strain of 1.03%, the direct bandgap Ge0.845Sn0.155 well was obtained 

with the energy difference between Γ-L valley of 46 meV.  Due to quantized energy levels in the 

well, the first energy levels in CB (n1Γ) and VB (n1HH) were calculated as 10 meV above the Γ 

valley minimum and 2 meV below the heavy hole (HH) band maximum, respectively.  Figure 6-

19 shows the barrier heights at each layer interface, which revealed that the type-I band 

alignment was achieved.  In Figure 6-19(c), in the CB, the barrier height between SiGeSn 

barriers (including bottom barrier and top-barrier) and GeSn well was calculated as 35 meV to 

the L valley.  In the VB, the residual strain results in the split of HH and light hole (LH) bands.  

The barrier heights at SiGeSn barriers/GeSn well is 85 meV to the light hole band in the tensile 

strained SiGeSn barriers. 

 
Figure 6-19: Bandedge diagram for sample D. 

Since the L valley’s first quantized energy level was 35 meV above the n1Γ level in the CB 

in the GeSn well, as shown in Figure 6-19(c), at room temperature the electrons at n1Γ could be 

thermally excited to populate the L valley in the GeSn well and then populate the L valleys in the 

SiGeSn barriers.  The barrier heights of 172 meV of the SiGeSn barriers provided sufficient 
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electron confinement therefore limiting the electron population of the Γ valley of the SiGesn 

barriers.  The 53 meV barrier height should have been sufficient to fully confine the carriers in the 

well.    While not expected, the possible transitions from the Γ valley to HH and LH were illustrated 

in Figures 6-19(a) and (b), respectively.  On the other hand, the indirect bandgap transitions with 

phonon assistance could occur from the L valley to the VB.  The corresponding transitions are 

shown in Figures 6-19(c) and (d).  The detailed transition mechanism is discussed in the following 

section via the PL characterization.  

6.3.3 Photoluminescence Spectra Analysis 

The temperature-dependent PL study was performed using the standard off-axis and lock- 

in techniques. A 532-nm continuous-wave laser with 500 mW power and 65 µm spot size was 

used as the pumping source.  The emissions were collected using a spectrometer equipped with a 

thermoelectrically cooled PbS detector with cutoff at 3.0 µm.  Figure 6-20 shows the temperature-

dependent PL spectra for sample D stacked for clarity.  

  
Figure 6-20: Temperature dependent PL of sample D. 
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The multi-peak feature observed in the SQW samples weren’t observed for sample D.  The 

Gaussian fitting was used to investigate each peak in terms of peak position, FWHM, and 

integrated PL intensity. However, strong atmospheric absorption occurred in the spectra beyond 

2.6 µm thus interfering with the emission from the QW.  This interfered with the data fitting of the 

PL spectra.   

 The temperature dependent PL shown in Figure 6-20, was affected by atmospheric 

absorption in all the spectra except for the 10 K measurement.  This atmospheric absorption 

made obtaining spectral information impossible. However, some deductions were made about 

the sample, including: i) Sample D was direct band gap with type-I band alignment (based on the 

Sn composition and strain), ii) carrier confinement was significant as only one peak was 

observed, (all other GeSn/GeSn and SiGeSn/GeSn studies so far show GeSn buffer emission), 

iii) observed PL emission corresponded well to expected emission, even-though true peak could 

not be observed through the atmospheric absorption, and iv)  the 10 K FWHM of the spectra was 

measured at 26 meV (similar to that of SQW samples).   

6.3.4 Conclusion 

In this section, the material characterization, bandedge structure simulation, and the 

temperature dependent PL optical characterization of a SiGeSn/GeSn double QW were 

presented.  The grown structure was close to the desired structure showing good control of the 

growth process.  The band edge structure suggested direct bandgap QW with type-I band 

alignment to the SiGeSn barriers.  Calculation of carrier confinement suggested the effective 

confinement of carriers to the wells.   PL emission was strongly affected by CO2 atmospheric 

absorption limiting the ability to fit the PL spectra.  Limited information gained from the low 

temperature measurement agreed with simulation of structure. 
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6.4 Multiple Quantum Wells 4x (MQW)  

In this section, a 4x multiple quantum well (MQW) sample based on Sample C, from 

Section 6.3 (annotated as sample E) was examined.  Sample C with its thicker wells and 

increased Sn% in the well was calculated to have the highest carrier confinement and showed the 

strongest PL from the SQW set.  The nominally designed QW structure consisted of the 

following from the bottom to top: i) 600-nm-thick Ge0.915Sn0.085 buffer for samples; ii) 

Si005Ge0.89Sn0.06 barrier layers (60-nm in layer thickness; and iii) Ge0.85Sn0.15 wells (20 nm in 

layer thickness).  Figure 6-21 shows the designed sample structures for the multiple quantum 

well studied. 

 
Figure 6-21: Nominal sample structure for the SiGeSn/GeSn MQW. 

6.4.1 Material Characterization 

Material characterization was performed to fully understand the QW structure to produce 

simulations that correctly modeled the samples.  Several characterization techniques were used 

to verify the composition of Sn and Si and strain in each structural layer.  Figures 6-22 shows the 

SIMS profiles for the grown sample. 

The SIMS profiles for Sample E, shown in Figure 6-22, suggested that the Sn 

composition in each layer was not uniform.  To confirm if this was the case, further 

characterization was needed.  The transition was graded and not abrupt, however, the buffer, 
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barrier, and well regions could be clearly distinguished.   

 
Figure 6-22: SIMS Profile of 4x multiple quantum well sample. 

The compositions of Sn and Si in the layers agreed well with the designed sample 

structures, implying strictly controlled material growth processes.  Further confirmation of the Sn 

in corporation and strain of the QW and buffer layers was accomplished using HRXRD shown in 

Figures 6-23. 

 

 
Figure 6-23:  HRXRD rocking curve with simulation and RSM of sample E. 
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The HRXRD ω-2θ scans are shown in Figures 6-23(a).  The black and red curves are the 

measured data and simulation results.  In Figure 6-23(a), the peak at ~33o indicated the Ge 

buffer.  A small peak located at ~32.75º was associated with the tensile strained SiGeSn barrier 

layers.  The peaks at ~32.5o and ~31.9o corresponded to GeSn buffer (measured as 9.4% Sn for 

the buffer and 15.5% for the well).  The multiple oscillations seen were associated with thickness 

fringes of the multi-layered structure suggesting high quality of the layer interfaces.  The XRD 

ω-2θ simulation was conducted to further analyze the QW, by which the lattice constant and 

layer thickness could be determined.  The RSM in Figure 6-23(b) showed the clear four regions.  

The bottom region corresponded to the Ge buffer layers.  The region above the Ge indicated the 

contour plot of the almost relaxed Ge0.906Sn0.094 buffer with the residual compressive strain of 

0.2%.  Directly below the GeSn buffer region was tensile strained SiGeSn barriers, while the top 

region was the Ge0.84.5Sn0.15.5 well. It is shown that both barrier and well were psuedomorphic to 

the relaxed Ge0.91Sn0.09 buffer. The increased thickness in the well region pushed the critical 

thickness and partial relaxation began to be seen, Figure 6-23(b).  To investigate the layered 

structure, TEM was performed on Sample E, shown in Figure 6-24. 

 
Figure 6-24: TEM image of sample E. 
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The TEM imaging performed on Sample E shows clearly defined layers near the 

designed thickness, indicating precise control of the growth.  Layer interfaces were smooth, and 

no threading dislocations could be seen in the image, demonstrating high quality material.  This 

was particularly interesting for sample E, due to the Ge0.85Sn0.15.5 well layer features partial 

relaxation.  The measured thickness of each layer from TEM images was consistent with the 

value that was extracted from the simulated XRD ω-2θ scan curve.  Material characterization 

results are summarized in Table 8. 

Table 8: Summary of SiGeSn/GeSn 4x MQW sample information 

Sample 
Layer 

structure 

Sn (%)  Si (%)  
Thickness 

(nm) 

 Strain 

(%) 

Designed Measured Designed Measured Designed Measured  

E 

SiGeSn 

barrier 
6 6.4 5 5 80 80 0.17 

GeSn 

well 
15 15.5 0 0 20 25 -1.02* 

SiGeSn 

barrier 
6 6.4 5 5 80 82 0.17 

GeSn 

well 
15 15.5 0 0 20 22 -1.02* 

SiGeSn 

barrier 
6 6.4 5 5 80 82 0.17 

GeSn 

well 
15 15.5 0 0 20 23 -1.02* 

SiGeSn 

barrier 
6 6.4 5 5 80 81 0.17 

GeSn 

well 
15 15.5 0 0 20 23 -1.02* 

SiGeSn 

barrier 
6 6.4 5 4.5 100 100 0.25 

GeSn 

buffer 

(bottom 

barrier) 

8.5 9.5 0 0 600 600 -0.21 

Ge buffer 0 0 0 0 700 700 0.17 

* Negative value indicates compressive strain. 
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6.4.2 Band Structure and Optical Transition Analysis 

The bandedge diagrams of the QW samples at 300 K were calculated using the measured 

QW structure data shown in Table 6.  Figure 6-25(a)-(d) illustrates the band structures at CB and 

VB and possible optical transitions of sample E.  Using selected bowing parameters and 

considering the compressive strain of 1.02%, the direct bandgap Ge0.845Sn0.155 well was obtained 

with the energy difference between the Γ-L valley of 46 meV.  Due to quantized energy levels in 

the well, the first energy levels in CB (n1Γ) and VB (n1HH) were calculated as 10 meV above the 

Γ valley minimum and 2 meV below the heavy hole (HH) band maximum, respectively.  Figure 

6-25 shows the barrier heights at each layer interface, which revealed that the type-I band 

alignment was achieved.  In Figure 6-25(c), in the CB, the barrier height between SiGeSn 

barriers (including bottom barrier and top-barrier) and GeSn well was calculated as 36 meV to 

the L valley.  In the VB, the residual strain results in the split of HH and light hole (LH) bands.  

The barrier heights at SiGeSn barriers/GeSn well was 85 meV to the light hole band in the 

tensile strained SiGeSn barriers. 

 
Figure 6-25: Bandedge diagram for Sample E. 
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Since the L valley’s first quantized energy level is 35 meV above the n1Γ level in the CB 

in the GeSn well, as shown in Figure 6-25(c), at room temperature the electrons at n1Γ could be 

thermally excited to populate the L valley in the GeSn well and then populate the L valleys in the 

SiGeSn barriers.  The barrier heights of 186 meV of the SiGeSn barriers provided sufficient 

electron confinement therefore limiting the electron population of the Γ valley of the SiGesn 

barriers.  The 54 meV barrier height should have been sufficient to fully confine the carriers in 

the well.    While not expected, the possible transitions from the Γ valley to HH and LH are 

illustrated in Figures 6-25(a) and (b), respectively.  On the other hand, the indirect bandgap 

transitions with phonon assistance could occur from the L valley to the VB.  The corresponding 

transitions are shown in Figures 6-25(c) and (d).  The detailed transition mechanism is discussed 

in the following section via the PL characterization. 

6.4.3 Photoluminescence Spectra Analysis 

The temperature-dependent PL study was performed using the standard off-axis and lock-

in techniques. A 532-nm continuous-wave laser with 500 mW power and 65 µm spot size was 

used as the pumping source.  The emissions were collected using a spectrometer equipped with a 

thermoelectrically cooled PbS detector with cutoff at 3.0 µm.  Figure 6-26 shows the 

temperature-dependent PL spectra for sample E stacked for clarity.  The multi-peak feature 

observed in the SQW samples wasn’t observed for sample E.  The Gaussian fitting was used to 

investigate each peak in terms of peak position, full width at half maximum (FWHM), and 

integrated PL intensity. However, strong atmospheric absorption occurred in the spectra beyond 

2.6 µm thus interfering with the emission from the QW.  This interfered, with the data fitting of 

the PL spectra. 

The temperature dependent PL shown in Figure 6-26 was affected by atmospheric 
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absorption in the majority of the spectra.  This atmospheric absorption made obtaining spectral 

information impossible at the upper temperature range. Fitting was accomplished at 10 K where 

the wavelength was out of the absorption band.   

Some deductions were made about the sample, including: i) Sample E was direct band 

gap with type-I band alignment (based on the Sn composition and strain), ii) carrier confinement 

was significant as only one peak was observed, (similar to DQW in Chapter 6.4), iii) observed 

PL emission corresponded well to expected emission, even-though true peak could not be 

observed through the atmospheric absorption, and iv) 10 K FWHM of the spectra was measured 

at 24 meV (similar to that of SQW samples). 

 
Figure 6-26:  Temperature dependent PL of Sample E. 

6.4.4 Conclusion 

In this section, the material characterization, bandedge structure simulation, and the 

temperature dependent PL optical characterization of a SiGeSn/GeSn 4x multiple QW were 
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presented.  The grown structure was close to the desired structure showing good control of the 

growth process.  The band edge structure suggested direct bandgap QW with type-I band 

alignment to the SiGeSn barriers.  Calculation of carrier confinement suggested the effective 

confinement of carriers to the wells.   PL emission was strongly affected by CO2 atmospheric 

absorption limiting the ability to fit the PL spectra.  Limited information gained from the low 

temperature measurement agreed with simulation of structure. 

6.5 Summary 

This chapter presented five examples of SiGeSn/GeSn QW structures, including: i) three 

single quantum wells, ii) one double quantum well, iii) one 4x multiple quantum well.  All QWs, 

presented both through bandedge calculation and temperature dependent PL, were shown to be 

direct band gap material exhibiting type-I band alignments.  Carrier confinement in the SiGeSn 

samples was calculated to be much higher than that of GeSn/GeSn QWs.  With increasing carrier 

confinement more intense PL was observed.  The observed PL was consistent with the calculated 

emission.  Atmospheric absorption caused by CO2 made higher temper fitting of long 

wavelength PL difficult if not impossible.  
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Chapter 7 Dissertation Summary, Conclusion, and Future Work 

7.1 Summary 

This dissertation has presented information on two separate topics: i) the UHV-CVD 

growth from Ge to high quality GeSn with incorporations approaching 10% Sn and ii) the 

characterization of a set of GeSn/GeSn and SiGeSn/GeSn QWs. 

The UHV-CVD growth started with the growth of Ge as this was the base material for the 

desired alloy.  Dilute GeSn was then explored to determine differences between the low 

temperature growth of Ge and GeSn.  The Sn composition was limited to less than 1% to provide 

a Ge-like alloy.  This growth showed that, with the introduction of the SnCl4 precursor, the 

growth rate of the material increased but showed a delay in beginning growth.  The material 

quality from low temperature GeSn surpassed that of Ge also suggesting a change in the growth 

condition.  This change in growth condition was attributed to excess heat from the production of 

HCl during GeSn deposition using GeH4 and SnCl4 precursors.    

The growth of plasma enhanced GeSn was performed.  This showed a 200 to 400 times 

increase in the growth rate.  Growth temperature reduction was performed and a crystalline-to- 

amorphous transition was observed below 325 °C.  Up to 5% Sn was incorporated, showing the 

ability to improve growth. 

Most of the GeSn growth in the community is on Ge buffers instead of directly on Si. The 

growth of high quality GeSn is obtained on Ge buffers due to: i) lattice mismatch between Si and 

GeSn (at least 4.2%), ii) HCl etching of Si roughens the surface before GeSn can begin 

deposition resulting in poor material, and iii) the effect of strain limiting the Sn incorporation of 

the grown material.  This prompted the development of a Ge buffer on Si for the growth of 

GeSn.  The buffer development was limited due to lack of an annealing step, however, it still 
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produced a high-quality Ge buffer with TDD of 1.1 x 107 cm-2.  This TDD is near the level 

shown in literature to be considered high-quality.   

GeSn growth on the developed buffers was then accomplished.  The beginning growth 

was accomplished in a Sn overpressure condition to observe the effect of Sn. This limited the 

amount of Sn in the bulk of the deposited material with the surface covered by Sn segregation 

and agglomeration.  Material and optical characterizations showed that while the growth 

temperature dependence on Sn incorporation was observed, the film was mostly depleted of Sn 

with the temperature dependent Sn incorporation forming near the droplet of Sn on the surface. 

Efforts were then focused to reduce the Sn molar flow fraction to result in high-quality GeSn 

films.  Once the high-quality film was produced, the growth temperature was continued to be 

reduced to where Sn coverage was present on the surface again.  This showed that the growth of 

GeSn at each growth temperature had a small window of gas flows that would produce high-

quality material.  Multipeak spectra demonstrated in the optimized growth window exhibited PL 

similar to samples that undergo spontaneous relaxation enhanced epitaxy with a lower 

composition first layer and second high composition layer. Photoconductor devices were 

fabricated from grown material, showing the improvement in growth of GeSn toward device 

quality materials.  

The second major direction of this research characterized GeSn and SiGeSn barriered 

GeSn QWs.  Material characterization, simulation, and optical characterization was performed.  

All samples studied were shown to be direct band gap QWs with type-I band alignment to the 

respective barrier.  However, it was shown that the SiGeSn barriered QWs were superior in the 

carrier confinement.  It was shown that by increasing the Sn in the buffer layer that higher 

amounts of Sn could be incorporated into the well region.  This should be the case for both GeSn 
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and SiGeSn barriers.  Combining this knowledge with the strategy of high Sn composition 

should pave a path to mid-infrared emitters.  A summary of the 10 K PL spectra of all QWs 

presented in Chapters 5 and 6 is shown in Figure 7-1. 

 
Figure 7-1: Summary of 10 K PL of all studied QW samples. 

 In Figure 7-1, both GeSn and SiGeSn barriered GeSn QWs are presented.  The lowest PL 

observed came from the GeSn/GeSn SQW (annotated 125) and DQW thin well (annotated 130).  

The GeSn/GeSn DQW with thicker wells (annotated as 132) displayed higher carrier 

confinement and has PL emission that was larger than all other GeSn/GeSn samples and had PL 

emission close to that of the lowest PL intensity from SiGeSn/GeSn barriered SQW (annotated 

134).  The highest emission seen was from SiGeSn/GeSn with the thick wells annotated (135).  

The SiGeSn/GeSn DQW (annotated 136) and 4x MQW (annotated 137) were in the same range 

of PL intensity as 135.  Samples 135, 136, and 137 all had PL intensities above the saturation 
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limit of the detector and had to be filtered.  The sample PL intensity was expected to be higher 

for 136 and 137 than for 135 but this wasn’t seen.  This was attributed to the short pumping 

depth of the 532 nm laser.  The penetration depth of 532 nm laser was calculated to be close to 

20 nm and possibly a bit longer in SiGeSn.  At this pumping depth it is likely that majority of 

emission was from the uppermost well.   

7.2 Conclusion 

In this work, a method of producing high quality GeSn on Ge buffers was developed.  

This was documented from Ge growth all the way to high-quality GeSn near 10% Sn 

incorporation.  The research performed showed that a small growth window exists for a specific 

composition of Sn, with the SnCl4 precursor molar flow fraction determining: i) no growth 

occurs (too low molar flow fraction) or, ii) layer depletion, surface segregation, and 

agglomeration (too high molar flow fraction).  The GeH4 molar flow fraction was the dominant 

mechanism controlling the growth rate at a given temperature.  The lowest available gas flow 

fraction of Sn that could be experimentally produced limited the temperature that high-quality 

growth could occur.  This research pushed the growth chamber to its limits and will require 

upgrades to continue pushing the Sn incorporation higher.   

Direct-bandgap QWs with type-I band alignment were characterized.  The GeSn/GeSn 

barriered SQW studied in Chapter 5 was the first GeSn QW to be characterized as direct bandgap 

with type-I band alignment.  This research built on that success to further improve performance. 

SiGeSn barriers provided higher carrier confinement and produced more intense PL than GeSn 

barriers.  Thicker wells were shown to increase the confinement further for both GeSn and 

SiGeSn barriered QWs.  Double and multiple QWs were examined and showed that well 

stability could be controlled for the growth of higher number QW samples and superlattices 
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 without degradation of the sample.   

7.3 Future work 

7.3.1 Ex-situ Gas Mixing 

It was shown in this research that the lowest molar flow fraction achievable by the 

current set up would not allow SnCl4 flow fractions low enough to push growth to higher 

incorporation amounts. Further reduction through the dilution of the source gas entering the 

chamber with Ar would only result in reduced film thickness and not lower the SnCl4 molar flow 

fractions to the desired levels.  Therefore, an alternate method to control the precursor 

composition going into the chamber is required to further push Sn incorporation to higher 

incorporation without sacrificing film thickness.  An ex-situ gas mixing system has already been 

constructed (described in Chapter 2) and is awaiting restart of growth to begin testing with the 

system.  The ability to control the molar flow fractions of the precursor gases entering the 

chamber will allow follow-on growers the capability to achieve higher Sn incorporations with 

better control of the growth rate.  

7.3.2 GeSn on Ge Substrate 

One alternate method of growing GeSn was briefly investigated.  For these growths, the 

growth of GeSn was attempted on Ge wafers 6° offcut toward [111].  These are the dominant Ge 

wafers on the market as the majority of Ge wafers are used in III-V material integration and is 

required to avoid anti-phase domains. The growth of these materials did not turn out well.  As 

this was not the direct focus of this work, characterization was limited.  There was material 

deposition, however, it did not show room temperature PL suggesting poor quality of the film.  

Further improvements to the growth process are needed to improve the material growth directly 
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on offcut Ge.   

7.3.3 Plasma Enhanced GeSn on Ge  Buffered Si Substrate 

From the stable recipe that produced 8% Sn incorporation, GeSn plasma enhanced 

growth was attempted to boost the growth rate.  This was achieved as the films were shown to be 

much thicker.  However, all films produced were shown to be amorphous and not crystalline.  

The reason for this was attributed to the boost in growth rate as the residence time for adatoms 

was reduced thus reducing the opportunity to find energetically favorable locations to reside 

before being locked into place by the next layer of growth.  The GeH4 flow rate can be reduced 

to lower the growth rate and a more optimal window for growth found. 

7.3.4 Growth of SiGeSn 

Based on the developed GeSn recipe for ~8% Sn, a single growth of SiGeSn was 

accomplished.  The only change from the GeSn recipe was the introduction of 10 sccm of SiH4 

to the gas mixture.  Initial characterization showed that Si had been incorporated into the 

growing films.  However, the surface of the sample appeared ringed, such as a tree has rings.  It 

has been reported that the growth of SiGeSn is difficult due to the repulsive nature of Si and Sn.  

This effect could be the cause of the ring shape seen in the surface of the grown film.  As this 

research was beyond this documented work, in-depth characterization was not performed.  

However, based on this work, development of SiGeSn has a base starting point.  
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Appendix A: Description of Research for Popular Publication 

Bridging the gap between electronics and optoelectronics 

Since the invention of the transistor radio, electronics has become an increasing part of 

everyday life.  With billions of cell phones in use, Facebook® users, personal wearable 

electronics (Fitbit®), and the rise of automation, the impact of electronics on today’s societies is 

undeniable.  Optoelectronics (devices that produce or detect light) have also expanded their reach 

into our daily lives, such as TV remotes, home and vehicle lighting, and the fiber optic systems 

that have vastly improved the ability to send and receive information.  Optoelectronics covers 

most of the wavelengths of light from the UV, through the visible, and out toward the infra-red.  

Infra-red optoelectronics operate in regions beyond the visible spectrum and are currently used 

for a host of devices, such as gas detectors, fiber optic lasers, space communication devices, etc.  

Most of the advancement in human society over the last 50 years can be directly linked to the 

rise of these two technologies.  However, there is a gap between the two technologies that has 

yet to be filled.   

Silicon is the main material used for most electronics found in the world today.  Decades 

of progress in electronics has increased the speed of the systems and reduced device footprint to 

meet the ever-increasing demand from consumers.  Silicon, however, has an indirect band-gap 

thus making its optical properties poor in comparison of III-V materials, such as gallium 

arsenide, that make up the optoelectronics industry.  III-V materials are direct band-gap which 

increases the amount of light that can be emitted from the material, however, these materials are 

inherently expensive.  This increase in efficiency of light generation in III-V materials has been 

the biggest barrier to silicon-based devices becoming competitive in the optoelectronic market.  

One method to try and bridge the gap between electronics and optoelectronics has been to pursue 
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III-V material and devices integrated on silicon substrates.  While there has been good progress 

in this direction, the incompatibility of III-V material to the silicon processing has made it 

difficult to achieve an integration strategy that will allow III-V materials to bridge the gap.  The 

other method is called group IV photonics.  This method proposes to use only group IV 

elements, such as silicon, to make infra-red optoelectronic devices.  Researchers have made 

major efforts in using silicon and germanium as optoelectronic devices.  However, this is limited 

in that silicon stays an indirect band-gap semiconductor, limiting light generation efficiency.  

Germanium, while an indirect band-gap material, has been shown to become direct band-gap 

material under strain, thus increasing light generation efficiency, but it has limited range in 

which the semiconductor can operate.   

P.C. Grant, μEP student of Dr. Fisher Yu, Electrical Engineering at the University of 

Arkansas has recently performed research into making the next generation of cheaper infra-red 

optoelectronic devices.  P.C. said, “The germanium-tin material can bridge the gap between the 

traditional electronics and the infra-red optoelectronics worlds.  This cool material can achieve 

all the benefits of traditional III-V materials but is compatible with silicon processing.  It’s like 

having the best of both worlds.”  The alloying of germanium and tin has produced direct band-

gap material like traditional III-V materials and can cover the same spectrum all from a silicon 

substrate without extraordinary processing methods.  Devices from the germanium-tin material 

has already been used to make a number of optically active devices, such as LEDs and lasers.  

Several industries can be disrupted by consumer products based on this material.  Infra-red 

imaging currently uses III-V devices to generate images, with modern infrared cameras being 

several thousand dollars in cost.  The germanium-tin material can compete in this field with a 

large reduction in cost due to being silicon-based instead of III-V based.  The silicon processing 
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even can produce an infra-red camera small enough and cheap enough to be put in cell phones.  

This will effectively put night vision technology in the hands of the individual consumer.   

Using this technology, first responders to any disaster can have one more tool at their 

disposal.  Infrared imaging can be used to see through dust, fog, or smoke assisting the first 

responders to be more aware of their environment.  Internal injuries are also visible under infra-

red light thus making it easier to diagnose injuries that occur from an accident.  Food services 

can see issues with food before sending it out to the public, such as bruising in fresh fruit.  

Another application that infra-red optoelectronics based on silicon can play a major role in that 

of computing.  Currently all information in a computer is stored, transmitted, and processed 

using electronics.  This generates heat in the system which all people who use computers know 

they have a fan used to cool the processor.  Infra-red optoelectronic based on silicon can increase 

the speed of computers and reduce the operating temperature because the system could use light 

instead of electrons to transmit data.  P.C. said, “It’s like taking the fiber optic systems used to 

transmit data around the country and shrinking it down to the computer chip.”  This shrinking of 

the fiber optic system to the chip level can lead to more efficient computers that have increased 

speed.   

The infra-red optoelectronics market is ready for the next generation of emitters and 

detectors to fill the increasing demand from consumers.  The next generation of infra-red 

optoelectronics needs to be efficient and inexpensive as this will be the only way to supplant the 

existing technology.  The germanium-tin material has shown its potential to compete with and 

possibly out-perform traditional III-V infra-red optoelectronic devices. 
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Appendix B: Executive Summary of Newly Created Intellectual Property 

Newly created intellectual property is as follows: 

i) New method to produce gaseous HCl.  This was accomplished using the 

following reaction GeH4 + SnCl4 → GeSn + 4 HCl at temperatures > 250 °C.   

ii) Low temperature (250 °C) CVD growth of GeSn on Ge buffers using UHV-CVD 

in conjunction with commercial precursors (GeH4 and SnCl4). Continued 

reduction in growth temperature is foreseeable. 

iii) Plasma enhancement for CVD growth of GeSn directly on Si or Ge buffered Si. 

iv) Discovered Sn over-pressure leaves droplets on the surface and the size of droplet 

can be controlled by Sn overpressure.  Sn over-pressure also depletes GeSn films 

to 1% Sn incorporation regardless of growth temperature.  
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Appendix C: Potential Patent and Commercialization Aspects of Listed Intellectual 

Property Item 

C. 1 Patentability of Intellectual Property (Could Each Item be Patented) 

Each piece of created IP was first examined if it could be patented. 

i) The production method of HCl can be patented. 

ii) The growth temperature value cannot be patented.   

iii) The plasma enhancement can be patented. 

iv) Depletion of GeSn films by Sn over-pressure cannot be patented.  The Sn droplets cannot 

be patented. 

C. 2 Commercialization Prospects (Should Each Item Be Patented) 

i) No.  Commercial industry already has more efficient and safer methods of HCl than 

produced through this method.  

ii) Not applicable.   

iii) No.  Verification of compliance of a patent across the industry would not be cost 

effective. 

iv) Not applicable 

C. 3 Possible Prior Disclosure of IP 

i) Not applicable 

ii) Not applicable 

iii) Not applicable 

iv) Not applicable 

Appendix D: Broader Impact of Research 
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D. 1 Applicability of Research Methods to Other Problems 

High quality GeSn could become a disruptive technology within the infra-red 

optoelectronics market. The research methods used in development of high quality GeSn 

material could be applied to other problems.  The method most applicable to other problems 

involved a rapid feedback mechanism for the grower.  The feedback mechanism for each grown 

sample involved four characterization techniques applied to give four important pieces of 

information (surface clarity, film thickness, film crystallinity, and Sn composition/material 

quality).  The feedback mechanism was performed in a single day following the growth.  The 

information collected every day was documented for reference.  When samples displayed desired 

properties from the feedback mechanism, more involved characterization techniques were 

planned.  This type of feedback mechanism that collects several pieces of information in a short 

period of time, and is then documented for a grower,  keeps the grower on track to the goal.  

D. 2 Impact of Research Results on U.S. and Global Society 

Development of the GeSn material as part of the SiGeSn material systems greatly 

impacts U.S. and global society.  Infra-red optoelectronics have been limited in their integration 

into the mass markets due to their high cost, however, the ability to grow GeSn on silicon 

substrates will lead a reduction in cost of devices by more than 50%.  In the U.S., computers, cell 

phones, and personal electronics have become commonplace.  GeSn on Si has already been 

shown to produce all the single devices to make an on-chip optical signal transfer.  This 

advancement will lead to more efficient computers that operate at faster speeds.  Infra-red 

optoelectronics devices can be used to help see in the dark, through smoke, or fog making them 

useful for individuals to navigate during these conditions.  With self-driving cars making their 

entrance into the market, optoelectronics that can see in these conditions will increase the safety 
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of these automobiles.  GeSn devices have the potential to disrupt the existing infra-red 

optoelectronic market with inexpensive and efficient devices.  This will allow for new companies 

to enter into markets that has been dominated by III-V materials for decades.    

D. 3 Impact of Research Results on the Environment 

The research performed can impact the environment in many ways.  Development of Si-

based light sources will reduce the need to mine for rare materials, thus reducing the damage to 

the environment and ecosystems where these minerals exist.  Increased efficiency in any 

electronic based system is beneficial to the environment.  Less energy used by electronic systems 

results in a decrease in the demand on natural resources used to develop energy, traditionally 

coal, oil, or gas.   Increasing the infra-red absorption in the materials also offers the possibility of 

more efficient solar cells, that can maintain cost effectiveness for use in terrestrial applications.  

Each of these benefits of developing the GeSn material show how improving the electronic 

systems that are currently used will ultimately make this world a better place to be.  
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Appendix E: Microsoft Project for MS MicroEP Degree Plan 
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Appendix F: Identification of All Software Used in Research and Dissertation Generation 

Computer #1:  

Model Number: Satellite C75D-A7310 

Serial Number: ZD099158C  

Location: Personal laptop  

Owner: Perry C. Grant  

Software #1:  

Name: Microsoft Office 2016  

Purchased by: Electrical Engineering Department, University of Arkansas  

Software #2:  

Name: Microsoft Project 2016  

Provided by: Electrical Engineering Department, University of Arkansas  

Software #3:  

Name: Mendeley 

Purchased by: Free download available from Mendeley.com 

Software #4:  

Name: Matlab R2017a Student Version  

Provided by: University of Arkansas 

Software #5 

 Name: OriginPro 2017 

 Purchased by Perry C. Grant 

 

Computer #2:  

Model Number: Dell Vostro  

Serial Number: 52M6XK1  

Location: ENRC Room 2923  

Owner: Dr. Shui-Qing Yu  

Software #1:  

Name: SynerJY with built-in Origin software  

Purchased by: Dr. Shui-Qing Yu 

 

Computer #3:  

Model Number: Dell Inspiron  

Serial Number: 52M6XK1  

Location: ENRC Room 2923  

Owner: Dr. Shui-Qing Yu  

Software #1:  

Name: SynerJY with built-in Origin software  

Purchased by: Dr. Shui-Qing Yu  
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